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Of the few whom he admitted to the joy of
bis more intimate friendship was one Iroin
whose pen I regretfully remember might hare
come a more
feeling and worthy tribute, Chas.
Henry Burbank, a man of large brain and noble heart, who died at the West nearly three
years since, at the very commencement of an
honorable and promising career. It is pleasant
to link these two names together. Ou earth,
fellow collegians, thought not classmates;
brothers In Psl ITpsilon, brothers in true nobility of soul, they are to-day rejoicing in renew* d friendship—brothers in Heaven.
But if we would know a man well, we must
meet him in the retirement of his own home.
This is the true test. Here is the character,
stripped of its showy mask, repellant and poor,
or beaming with a luster that the outer world
1 cherish in memory a piccan never behold.
ture of what Captain Hutchins made his borne,
which I would not exchange for the rarest
work of the greatest master that has ever
lived. I recall the pleasant study-parlor, the
large and neatly arranged book-case, with its
well chosen contents, tried, old friends of many happy days; the ooble faces of the great
men looking down upon us from their stations
on the wall; the comfortable easy-chairs, in
which we sat, and let the hours go by, thoroughly charmed as we listened to couverse,
now sportive and playful, then earnest and
grave; now sparkling with anecdote and humor, then rising easily to the heights of exhaustive thought; sometimes flashing with
poetry and feeling; by turns metaphysical aud
argumentative, but always graceful—never by
any chance uuinstruclive aud dull. Refinement and inestimable grace were here.
Did
the sunshine lie in golden waves upon the
It
was
if
it
was
well;
carpet?
not,
just as
bright. Day after day, and many times a day.
there came one with a mauly step and a cheerful face. The winning cordiality of his greeting and his smile warmed heart and life better
than the sunshine. I think no one could enjoy close companionship with Captain Hutchins, without remarking how largely he gave
of his own intense vitality to all around him;
not human beings alone, but to every Inanimate tiling.
The easy-chair in which he sat,
the table at which he wrote, the books from
which he.read, were full of him; the very air
seemed t emulous with his presence.

From early boyhood Captain Hutchins manifested a strong predilection for a soldier's
life. He lias often remarked that nothing but
an unfortunate accident, by which an arm was

permanently
ciiw u

COMMUNICATIONS.
Forth* mo.

Charles Knapp Hutchins.
The tallest, sod most sincere tribute, which
the Ups can utter, or the pen can write, seems
hut a paltry and Insignificant return to render,
when we have been enriched by the wealth of
a good man’s character, and a manly life: yet
•light as it is, since it is aU we can give, friendship must claim the right to present the offerthe brave man vHM fell fighting nobly for their and onr country, on the disastrous field of Fredericksburg, was Captain
Charles K. Hutchins, of Co. B, 10th Regiment,
Maine Volunteers. A brief notice of bis character and death has already appeared in most
of the public journals of this State, from some
unknown though kindly hand; yet it is but
justice, that thorn who know what manner of
death be died should know also a little more
of the pure and earnest life, which has renderOd this sacrifice so Costly.,
It B extremely difficult within the limits of
one article like this, to create in the minds of
others an accurate Idea of such a character,
admirable, I cannot help saying, in all its phases.
I dare not hope for success in my attempt, but wlU endeavor to write what 1 know
of him simply and truthfully.
Captain Hutchins possessed a clear and
vigorous intellect. He demanded of it con-

t

stant and healthy action. While a mere boy
in years and during bis early preparatory
course for collage, be gave promise of large
success as a student.
His mind, acting clearly and freely, wee ardent in the pursuit of
knowledge. He Was an excellent matbematiciaa; his rendering of the elastics was marked by taste and skill. He was more than usually conversant with history, both ancient and
modern, aod hie command of language was
rare
and harmonious. His more brilliant
qualities of mind, end his unquestioned eloquence in debate, rendered him naturally
prominent among blafellow-students; yet bis
mental character is not to be decided by these
alone. Underneath the more showy traits
rau the rich vein of fine scholarship, and, as
he advanced in his Intellectual coarse, the skill
with which the huger growths of his nature
wen toned down, and the iesa developed, perhaps finer, nurtured into taller strength and
life, gave evidence of that exquisite mental
harmony, which marks the man—so rarely
met—of truest culture. He was graduated
at Bowdoin In 1856.
His mind was not one
that coaid be bounded by the mere curriculum
of college studies, though be was a failhlul,
earnest, and frequently a close student. In his
estimation, a collegiate education took its
rank with everything else which coaid, in his
own words, “help him to a more complete unfolding of himself.” He had the ability to think
for bimself, and he dared to do it. lie was
quick in the apprehension and assimilation of
truth, and, earnestly seeking it everywhere,
he was constantly grouting. His analysis of
the minds and writings of men was keen; his
critlcam admirable and just. His standard
was
high, and insensibly, without the
slightest affectation of power, he elevated others to his own level.
He wes a scholar and
thinker, but he studied and thought, that he
act
the
better.
In his study of the else
might
tics, his aim was not the mere acquisition of
so much Latin, or so much Greek, but the attainment of mire mental newer. He had
desire to stand aloof from the hard work of
life, bat was ready to perform his part manfrilly. That he might do this, he endeavored
to make every influence about him, “provoke
him to severer study, and better works.”

As

teacher be wrought laboriously. Depriving himself of hours of needful rest, be
no one power that God had given him,
■pared
that be might ensure the advancement rf his
pupils. He opened to them new and delightful paths, was satisfied with nothing but their
thorough culture of mind and heart, aud, to
many of them, made life another and far worthier

a

thing.

His

course as a

Christian

was

distinguished

by simple, unaffected piety; a fervent love of
God, and Arm, unwavering trust in Him. He
knew where to go lor strength and counsel in
ail the duties or his daily Cfe; and the time
came when only a strong sense of duty, snd
an assurance of Divine aid, could have nerved
him to make his great sacrifice ia a spirit so
brave and cheerful.
It will be hard to speak of Captain Hutch-

ins

as a

companion

and

friend,

In terms tlist

will not sound extravagant to stranger ears;
if I cannot speak the truth, except at the risk
of seeming eulogistic, I must even seem so.
We yield ourselves to the Atscination of courteous manners and a polished address, even
when we know but Httle of the soul within;
but when, to these outward graces, are added
the rare charms of a thoroughly mauly nature,
a soul full of geuerous
impulses, a great heart
beating warm and true, a Iduduess and consideration for others, tender and delicate as a woman's, then, if we are in the least capable of

appreciating these qualities, our pleasure
must quicken into admiration, our admiration
into lively esteem. Capt. Hutchins was a gentleman, and, as such, recognized and honored

honest-hearted mau,
every pure-minded,
whether he met him in the polite circles of the
cultivated and refined, or among the hardy,
untutored lumbermen of our lakes and
streams. He was not troubled with that dignity whose safety demands constant supervision ; and his frank and cordial manners won
their way like magic to the hearts of rough,
uncultivated men, who read in his manly face,
his quick sympathy with ail that was earnest
and true in their conduct and lives. He despised with hts whole soul baseness and intrigue in any form, and for that most despicable
of characteristics, meanness, hts
contempt was
unsparing. It seemed strange to me always,
that any base, hypocritical nature could ever
dare to expose itself to those clear, ingenuous
eyes that read the truth so clearly.

uiiii ■

weakeued and
viii

pixfiiug

a

injured,

iiiimary

had pre-

cuucauoii.

He was an appreciative admirer of the genius
of the great French General; was conversant
with all his battles, and perfectly familiar with
their most intricate and skillful movements.
When the storm gathered darkly over our
land, and at length burst In fury upon the
country he loved, his uoble spirit stirred
strongly within him. His calm, earnest view
of a patriot's duty will be best given in his
own words:
If any man has not alreatly given hie life
to the service with no desire to retain upon it
any claim for himself, he is unfilled to be a
soldier in this war. if our officers can think
of their own lives, when in battle, they are
umcor)hy the trust imposed upon them.”
In consecrating his life to the service of his
country, he hail no slight sacrifice to offer.
United in marriage to a lady whom he loved
with all the strength of his nature; just admitted to practice at tbe bar; rich in the happiness of a home that a monarch might have
envied him; be yet put aside everything that
was dear to him, and stood up undauuted to
meet peril and death.
They came to him in
bis first battle, after days of fatiguing marches,
and the severe privations to which the Sixteenth were subjected.
lie was killed by
two balls, one entering his head just above the
right ear, the other his left side, very near the
heart. From the appearance of the body be
did not suffer, but immediately fell."
Every effort was made to restore consciousness, but the brave, loving heart was still forever.
As the regiment was under marching
orders, it waa impossible to send the body immediately home. It was buried on the field.
In a pleasant spot, by tbe regimental officers.
Each brave man offered some heartfelt token
of respect; and I cannot forbear adding, in the
language of President Woods of Bowdoin,
“nor was there wanting the costly tribute of
tears, wrung from many a manly heart, to
wash his way-worn feet for tbe burial.”
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Foreign

Patents.

EDDY,

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
Late Agent qftf.fi Patent Office, WaeSington,
inn,Ur U Act o/lM7.)
70 State Street, apposite

Kilby Street,

BOSTON.
practice of apwards of twenty yswis,continue* lo secure Patents in the United State*; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign ooantrie*. Careat*. Specifications, Bond*,
Assignments,and all Paper* or Drawings for Patents,
executed on liberal term*, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign work*, to
determine the validity or ntliity of Patent* or Inven-

AFTER

aa

sxteosivw

tion*—and legal or other advice rendered in ail matters
the same. Copies of the claims of any
Patent furnished trv remitting One Dollar. Assignment* recorded al
The Agency is not only the largest in New England. but through It inventors have advantag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if aot I in measurably superior to. any whteh can lie offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that noue is

touching

Washington.

MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
subscriber; and aa SUCCESS 18 THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABIL1TT. ha
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kiud
are the charges for
professional service* so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twruty rears past, ha* enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection ol specifications aud official decisions relathan the

tive to patents.
I hew. besides bu extensive library of
legal and
mechanical works.and fall accounts of patents granted in the United States and Europe, reude him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

beyond

taining patents.
All

necessity of a Journey to Washington, to propatent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.

MISCELLANEOUS.

TIITIXOIIl LI.

leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their
patents, as they may be sore of having the most faithfol attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges."

JOHN TAGGART.
During eight months, tbe subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVERY ONE ofwhich
was decided in hit favor,
by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

janSeodly

MARINE
Hallway

C hains and Track Irons.

has been appointed Agent for
THEtheundersigned
sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,

in the United States and British North America,manutactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Britain, and is now prepared to receive ordera
for Marine
Chains, made to order and to
wheel to match, and warpattern, with the
ranted to fit. The*? chains arc made of an iron pesuited to this
purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Holts to match: also,
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, aud all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles ou as favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

Railway
Sprocket

culiarly

8pikes
quantity

supply

janlO '62 dlswly*

Sub-marine Engineer.
New Bedford, Mass

Book, Card & Fancy Printing

Proposals for materials for
Navy.

A

in the

ALL HE
I
sum.

ly

N. B. Extract from the Probate Records—Claims
allowed against the estate 96,731.42 ; assets 94,896.81.
feb2* S TfcThtd

LIFE I
New

ANCE.

England

being

Life Insurance

COnPANV,
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843

Boston,
CASH CAPITAL, 33,37 2,045 14, INVESTED.
Company divides its nst earnings to the life
(not in scrip a* some companies
policv holder*,five
vears.
do,)in cash, every
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
In 1868 to Life Members was

TUI8

$335,000.

Premium* may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balauce in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
may be (mid in ten years—no forfeiture

Premiums
after.

PHILLIPS, President.

Stkvkns, Secretary.
issued on the life, or for a terra of years,
contingencies. Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
•*.»!v object is to call attention to the feet that a
policv if Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
modeof making a provision fer one's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them iu making applicaBbsj. F.

rooms

new,
neatly, aud are the most plea-ant
iu the city. Oue separate room fbr Ladle*. I present my thanks tor the extensive patronage, and
promise as in the past, n<> pains shall be spared in the
future. 1 have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street
The Principal ha* had 20 years’
experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies ana Gentlemen who pass through thorough course* for Acfion is

a

branch of the lion.

class business

men

or on

have and will testify.

are

certain

j

tion*.
Reference* in Portland may be made to the follow-

JOHN W.

Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accouuts adjusted.
Certain eveniugs will be
devoted to Law Lecturef, if expedient.
f^*Mr. B would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city, who are acting as business
men. accountant*. Ac containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ma* be seen in print
in the ball at the entrance to his Bcoms, a few of
which are as follows :
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr R. N.
Brow*, of this city, in teachiogthe art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book
has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging onr indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and fhciitty in adjusting accounts wo
mav uow possess
Philip Henry Brown, Ja*. f)!cutt Brown, 8tephen
H.
W. W. Thoma*, Jr., Samnel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John 8.
Russell. Fred. A. Prinoe. John II. Hall. George E.
Thompson. John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 260 others.
C3T* The services of a Sea Captain is secured to
tench Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
frb3 dA w3in83

MUNGER, Agent,

Keeping,

Cummings'

NOTICE.
undersigned. Importers

and Commission
Merchants of Cortland, in ordsr to make the
custom of this port conform to that of all others in
this country, hereby agree—That from and after this
date, they will In all cases require vessels by which
they mav ship goods, to receive them alongside, and
to pay all stevedores’ bills oa the same. The shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedores to be employed.
Portland, February 18, 1868.

THE

J. B. Brown A Sons.
Chase. Brothers A Co.,
John Lynch A Co.,
Thomas Asencio A Co.,
H. I. Robinson.
E. Churchill A Co.,
Geo. S. Hunt.
Pbianey A Jackson,
Isaac Emery,
Thos. W. O’Brion,

N. O. Cram,

Jona* H
Emery A

Perley,
Fox,

Ilersey, Fletcher A Co.,

St.John Smith,
A. fc. Hobson,
J II. Ilamlen,
John 1). Lord,

ATLANTIC

Company,

87,180,794 44
IP The whole Profits af the Company revert to

but, anttl

re-

deemed.

January, 1363.
Total

profits

1,740,000

for 20J years,

814.493,780
10,278,660

At a meeting of the signers of the above, held at
the Counting Room of Messrs. Chase. Bros. A Co.,
Monday afternoon, March 2d. much indignation
was expressed on account of reports circula ed by
that the merchants %rould, and
interested
some already had, broken an agreement entered into
for their motnal
The following Resolution was
Rnolrrd, That we will not charter a vessel through
any broker who shall propose to ns as a condition the
violation of the above agreement.
mch6 d3w

parties
protection.
adopted:

John D. Jones. A. P Pillot,
Jos. Galllard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Leroy M Wiley, J. Uenr Burgy,
W U. H. Moore, Dau'l S Miller, CorueliusGrinnell,
Thos. Tileston,
8. T. Nieoli,
C. A. Hand.
Jonh'a J. Henry, Watts Sherman,
Henry Coit,
W.C. Piekeragill, (ieo.G Uobeou, E. E. Morgan,
Lewis Curtis.
David lame.
B. J. Howland,
(■has. If. Rassell. James Brvce,
Benj. Babcock.
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.8tnrgis.Jr.. Fletcher Westray,
P. A. IIargon*.
H. K. Bogert,
K B. Mitturn.Jr.,
A. A. Low,
U. W. Burnham,
Meyer (ians,
Koval Phi Ips,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chaunoey,
Caleb Barstow,
Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President.
W. H. U. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres’t.

ST*Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES
procurer bv
*

Rail Boad Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon dne on the 16th of October, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which receipts will be given aud
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock ia the
Portland A KaaxgBXc Railroad,(«new organization.) as soon as the books aud certificates can be
prepared, in accordauce with a vote of said CompaJ. 8. CUSHING.
ny, Nov. 8. 1862.
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Rail road.
decl8 dtf
Augusta. Dec 16.1862.

HOLDERS

International

Steamship

Co.

EASTPORT, CALAIS A ST. JOHN.

JOHN W. HUNGER,
No. 166 Pore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine
teb9 Imed

llmeodfcw8t34

CONDENSED STATEMENT
OF TUB CONDITION OF THE

Miisiaioftl I nno ranee Company,
OF SPRINGFIELD. MASS.,
Nor. 1,1862—in conformity with the Laws of the
State of Maine.
Amount of
Amount of

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Thursday, March the
19th,the .steamer Foke*t City,
Capt. J.J. I.iscoinb, will, uutii further notice, leave Railroad Wharf, foot of 8tate 8t..
everv Thursday, at 6 o’clock P. M., for Eastport and
*
81. John.
Returning, will leave 8t. John every Monday, at 8
o’clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
mch6
C. C. EATON, Aguat.

Ps OTICE.
Internal Revenue Stamps.
FULL supply of all kinds of 8tamps for sal* at
my otfice, No. 93 Commercial street; and the
public will be oxpectedto use them on and after this
date, (January 1, 1863.)
When sold in sum-* less than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
Office Hours— 9 to 13J A. M.; 1 to 4J P. M.
NATHL J. MILLER. Collector
1st District State of Maine.
janl3 dtf

A

HEW TORE AES VIROIHIA

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the best

ALBION

manner,

at the

RESTAURANT.

•

Proprietor,

Rear U. 8. Hotel. No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec28 8m

96.734 (M
Agents, Ac., 6,8 <• 22
192 44
City Dubuque Bond,
Interest accrued and unpaid,
2,868 93
United State* 7 3-10 Treasury
2.620 00
Note*.
Debt* secured by mortgage,
68.700 00
Loatie on personal security,
1,600 00
Bank Stock, a* per schedule,
79.870 00
"
Railroad Stock, '*
10,8*9 00
Bills Receivable,
124 09
998 27
Office furniture, library. Ac.,

CLOTH ft WIRE SCREEHS,
Signs, Banners. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

OBDER.

STORK SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letter
ed and

AT

put up at short notioe,

STONEHAM'Sj

No. IS# 1-3 Middle 8t.

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH

COUPONS,
Town Notes and Orders,
AID ALLOTHIB KIND

OF

PRINTINQ,
Neatly and Prompt!r Executed

NEATLY EXECUTED

—AT THE—

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

Press Office.

cepted,

Signatures

[ ^

guarantors,

Witness.
1 hereby certify that the above named
known tome as mea of property,and able
good their guarantee.

—

are

to make

Signature,

G.

H.

Date.
To be signed by the United States District Judge,
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Nary

Agent.

Extract from

a

law

of the United State*, approved
July 17.1863.

Sec. 14.

And he it further enacted, That no eontract, or order, or any interest therein, shall be transor parties to whom such contract
ferred by the
oror'er may be given to any other party or parties,
and that any such transfer snail cause the annulment
of the contract or order transferred so for as the
United .States are concerned: Provided. That all the
right* ot actiou are hereby reserved to the United
States for any breech of such contract by the contracting party or parties.
Sec. 16. And be it further enacted. That whenever
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition, muuitions of war, aud for every description of supplies for the
or Navy of tne United
State* shall be lound guilty by a coart martial of
fraud or willtal neglect of duty, he shall be punished
by fine, imprisonment, or each other punishment as
the coart martial shall adjudge; and any person who
shall contract to furnish supplies of any kind or deor
he shall be deemed
scription for the
and taken as a part or the laud or naval forces of the
United States for which be shall oontract to tarnish
said supplies, and be subject to the rules aud regulations for the government of the land aud naval forces
of the United States.

party

Army

Army

following are the

Navy,

claves

required

are

under

at

the

re-

bureaus of

KITTKiT.

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
K. Leather.
••
L, Hose.
’*
N. Hunting.
166,210 99

HP*8ince Not. 1st the Company hare inereased
860,000—making it
8200,000

their Capital

Lome* adjusted and promptly paid by

M

U, Lanterns.

(l Sperm Oil.

No. 182 1-2 Fore Street,
Head of Long Wh»i f.

CUABLSSTOWI

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
J. Flax and Cotton Twine.
**
"
M
"
M
’*

k. Leather.
L. Hose.

Donna to cal) the attention of peraon. In want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be happy to explain it* advantage*,
and show specimen* of it, to auy who
may favor him
with a call. He also continue* to tit teeth on Geld,
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled
him
are warranted to be a* useful aud durable a* if they
had never d oca red.
Office 229j Congreas street, two doors west of
New City Hall aud Court House.
feb6 2meod

by

Ouardian’s Sale.
be sold at private sale, or
publie auction,

by order of the Hon. .fudge of Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
March the 18th day. in the A. M. 11 o’clock, at the
dwelling ot F.lleu Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Countiuardiau of Elias M.. George B.. Asa F.. and Arthur R. Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and subject to
the life estate of Eliza Fickett, to wit: fire-seventh
parts of three acres of land situated in Stroudwater
Tillage, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh part* of said laud, and situated in the rear
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacob*.
ELLEN JACOBS, Guardian.
Also, at the same time and place will be *ot<LJhe
one-seventh part of said land owned bv Ellen Jacobs,
and sllthe life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid

ty,

ftb20dlaw4w

Claaa No. 1. White Oak Loga: 8. White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4. White Oak Plank;
S, Vallow
Pine Logs; 11, White line Log*. Plank, and Boarda;
13, Aah Loga and Plank; *4. BTuahea; 30. Iron; 26,
Steei: 37. Iron Sp.kea; X. Iron Nail*; SO, Lead; 81.
Zinc and Tin; 36. White Lead: 87. Zinc Painta; X,
Colored Painta. Dryer; 3». Linaeed OU;41, Glass;
X, Pitch and Roein; 44. Kish OU.
BUOOELTH
Class No. 1, White link Loga; 2, White Onk Keel
Piece*; 8. White Onk Promiscuous Timber; 4. White
Oak Plank; 10. White l'lue Hast Timber; 11. While
Pine; 14. Ash Oars: 15. Hickory. Hutta, and Handspike*: 18. Black Walnut. Cherry; 21. Cedar: X.
Iron: 26. Steel; 27, Iron Spikee; X. Iron Nails,
(wrought, cot); X, Lead; 81. Zinc. Tin; X. Hardware: 84. Toola lor S'orea; 3-i: White Lend; 87.Zinc
Painta; X.Colored Painta; 89 Liusjed OU; 41,Ultoa;
44. Fish Oil. Tallow, Soap; 44. Miacellaneona, Dry
Goods, HairCloth, and Ship Chandlery.
PHIL A DELPHI*.

Class No. 6, Yellow Pine Plank 8tock
Loga: 11.
While Pine Lora; 13. Aah Log* and Plank; 16. MaBlack Walunt, Cherry; 17. Cvpreas and Cedar Boarda; 18, Locuat Timber: 22.
Liguumribe; 24
Brnahea; X. Iron; X. Iron Nulla: X Hardware; 34.
Tools for Sto ea; X, While Lead ; 37. Zinc Paint; X.
Colored Painta. Dryer: 89. LiuaeedOil. Turpentine.
Varnish; 41. Glnaa: 43, Pitch, Rosin. An: 44, Fish
Oil, Tallow. Soap; 44, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,tiair
Cloth, and Ship Chandlery tor coast ruction.

hogany.

Clav G, Cooking Utensils.
M
H. Flax Canvas.
J. Twine.
M
k, Leather.
L; Ho^e.
M
"
M
•*

N, Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.

Sperm Oil.
R. Snip Chandlery.

U.

T. Firewood.
43, Tar.

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
H, Flax Canvas.
"
1, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twine.
**
K, Leather.
L. Hose.
"
N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
O. Sperm Oil.
"
K,
8.

"

ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
Stationery.

T, Firewood.

WASHntQTOK.

Class G. Cooking Utensils.
H, Flax Canvas.
"
1, Cotton Canvas.
J. Twine.
M. Brushes.
"

N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
K, Leather.
"
K. Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8, Stationery.
T. Firewood
••
33. Hardware.
The following are the classes under the Bureau of
"

Steam

Engineering:

UITTUUT.

Class C, lard oil, be; D. boiler felting; E. gum
packing, be; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers;
y, sperm oil: IL ship chandler?; T. firewood ; 36 X,
white lead; 88 X, colored paints; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.

BBOOXLYB.

Class A, boiler iron, tubes, be.; B, pig iron j C,

«

FBYE,

—dialiki in-

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO Comintroinl Street*

n> ABU ■

non.

ADDiaoa nr*.

Portland, February 4.1M8.

mdtf

■•ye, Boys, Boys.
attention etna to CCTTINOand
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, b»

A. D. BEEVES,
M

TmiiM,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland. Ai, A IM.

dip

JOHN W. PERKINS dk CO,
WBOUBAL. DKALUt IB

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
Hies,

in stem, cun im,

Finn), XEXOSEHE OH, Ae„
ee Commercial

mOAdAwIp

Street, Thomas Block,

PORTLAND, ME.

ROGERS
General

JOBV T.

A

CO.,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
ASD

WHOLMALB DKALIU IV

WAS HI KOTO*.

Claaa No. 11. White Pine Log*; 14, Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts; 14. Brushes; X. Iron; 24. Steel; X,
Hardware: X, Colored Paints; X. Linseed Oii.Tarpentine, Varnish: 41. Glass; 43, Pitch, Roein, Tar;
50. Chain Iron: 4«. Ship Chandlery.

Vo. 129 Commereial
JOBB

toblS dlaw4w

Street,

PORTLAND. Mb.
T.

Boon*.

CBAS.B. noSBB*.

Jnalim

January lit, 1V»
PROPOSALS will be received by tbe
euderaigned. et Augusta. Jfe entil tbe #th day
of March. 1843, at io’elock r. M.. for the following
articles of subsistence .tort's,to be delivered et Camp
“Abraham Lincoln,” near Portland, for the esc of
the 7lh Regiment or Maine Volunteer*. from time to
time, and in such quantities as mtv be required, of
which timely notice will be given the sac General bidder, via:
6 barrels Mens Pork.
13 barrels Mesa Beef.

SEALED

T|

36 bushels Potatoes.
60 rollons Molasses, iu barrels.
8 bushels Malt.
The suhAisteocn must bn of the bent

quality,

and bn

•nbieeted to inspection.
The undersigned reserves tbe right to increase, not
exceeding one hundred per oent., the amount of any
or nil of toe articles specitied, by
giving thn>« davs
notice to the succeestnl bidder, and reject all bids* if
be deems them unsatisfactory.
Kudorse "Proposals lor Subsistence.”
THOM. C. J. HAILT,
1st Lieut 17th lufautry. A. A. C. 8.
Head Quarter§ Volunteer Recruiting Sen ice, I
Auocsta, Mr. March 2, IMS.
)
meh8 tmchy

A. D.

REEVES,

“Homo Again!”
Id inform Me eW /View*
THEandeaderelgoed
the Mblie, that altar
absence of twenty
won

aa

yean, be hat retained to hie native
pwrolmaod of Mr. Tbemat Biehardt Mo
■re

otaeo aad

Internet fo

Washington Street Bakery,

whore will he maaafoetarad the varieties of BREAD
(bond in eimilar establishments; aad ha boose. ho
ehwo application to baaiaem. aad an .mULi

pleaee.to

merit

a • ha re

Z

of

patronage.
R. ■ RADISH.
FLOUR by the banal, or la laM

GOOD FAMIL T
quantities

dsdttf

J. L. WINSLOW, A«Mt,
aesreacTcaaa

op

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

m

Steam Cooke, Taleee. Pipe, and CoaaooMoao. Whole*
sale

nishing
Quartermaster

School Furniture.

(Adrtrfstsateaf Alter'd.}
Committee on Public Buildings of the City of
Portland invite proposals for furnishing Two
Hundred and fifty single Desks and Meats for the new
school bouse near the .Stone Church—to correspond,
generally, in pattern and material, with those in the
Park Street Grammar School for Boys,but limited ae
follows: each desk to be not less than two feet two
inches in Iength.and one foot three and a half Inches
in breadth; the height of the fr nt edge of the eover

Mayor’s

Cials

OAS FITTING,

Dome la the hem aaaier.
Works e anion St., and OS * SM Fora ■».,
JaMdtf
PORTLAND. HA

WILLIAM

A.

PEARCE,

PLUMBER,
-was am o»-

FORCE PUMPS AND DATES CLOSETS,
No. 1M Ex cm a sob Srarar. Fenun, Mb.
Worm, Cold and

SkowcTRoiki.

Walk Bowie. Braes

aad SUwer Plated Cacti.
of Water Fixtare for

LtVEBT Description

Dwell.

ssSjt-*
-A.

D.

&

REEVES,

The Tatter,

THE

of the desk to be not less than two foot three and a
half inches from the floor. The front edge of tbe
•eat to be one foot four and a half inches high.
Also, one hundred twenty-five double desks and
seats, corresponding generally, in pattern and material. with those iu the High School for Girls, but limited as follows: each desk to be not less than four
feet four tucheein length, and one foot five inches in
breadth; the height ot the front edge of Tbe cover of
the desks to be not less than two feet four ioc ee
from tbe floor. Tbe front edge of the seats to be one
foot, four and n half inches high.
Koch bidder, if be chooses. msv send in with his
bid. a sample desk and seat, embracing any improvements be may have to suggest,
upon the pattern propos d. Tbe samples will be considered in connection
with the bids, which refer to them, and will be purchased by the city, if desired.
AlUhe desks and seats contracted for are to be delivered at the new school bouse within the last week
of July next.
Proposals, under seal, may be left at the
Office on or before tbe ‘jtoh day of March, at 12 M.,
when they will be opened.
The committee reserve the right to reiect
any prothev may deem not for the interest of the city
W. W. THOMAM, Chairman.
accept.
mch9 dtmchQf)

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

nopropoealt

Proposals Tor

Tatter,

EXCHANGE 8TBEET,
Portland, Aagaat«. 18a.
Sly

in mu wnumM ir ucium.

this
13 o'cords
(SOOl
hard, tee
toned, mere beatable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to tbe cord Tbe wood to he delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lot* of to cords
or upwards, a* mar be required
All tbe wood to be delivered on or before tbe Bret
dor of May neat.
for las* than fifty cords will bn reeeivnd.
Each propoaal mast be accompanied by the name*
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for tbe (bilhfol performance of the contract.
Proposals should ho endorsed "Proposals for furwood lathe oommand at Fort Preble."
Tbe
reserves the right to reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Uoveraaeat
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster Ueueral, for hi* approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at tbe opening
of tbe bids.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infentr., R.Q. M„ O. 8. A.
feb7 dtd
re

BidUf Habits, *.,

M

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

PE rPUSALA will be
salve*
nthae until M suday. March 14th. 1848, at
SEALED
clock M-. for
ive hundred
of

ladies’

Cat. made end trimmed by

3i barrels Flour.

MOn pounds Hard Bread. In barrele.
13 basheia Beans, iu bag* or barrel*.
600 pounds Rice, In begs or barrel*.
173 pounds Coffee, roasted and ground, hi barrele.
Ten.
26
750 M
“Cofen Crashed” Sugar, in terrain.
60 gallons Vinegar.
66 pouuds Adamantine Candles
200
Soap.

—-

NEW

bas

rrst

aerraniD

YORK

rmon

AND

—

BOSTON,

With alarga aad well eeleeted Steak of

Cloths, Cassist«rtf ui Vratings!
Alto

a

foil aeeortmobt

MUltary

of

Olotlxn,

Aad it prepared to make them ap at abort settee.'
Call aad See,

AT No. 96 EXCHANGE STRUT.
Portland, Sept. K 18q

dtf

-wait Tan-

Best

Ambrotype

Photognph,

or

not foil to call at No. *7 Market So mare, where
they take PKBPBCT LIKENESSES, aad warrant eatiafoetion. at prices vhicb defy
eomywtitioa.

DO

N. B.—Large Ambrotype, oaf, Fy/Uca Chat*.

TRASK A LEWIS,
87 Market Square, h'd Prmblm 8t.
Jaly Hth. ISM.
dtf

JOHN LYNCH * CO„

Help for Ike Sick and Wounded
S ©Idler*.

Anar Committee of the Portland Young
Men'* Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christians, aud to all other beuevolent persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
to the
Christian Commission, in
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute** its
stores by moans of Christian men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, aud give personal!v to those
who need, accompanying such distributions
words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such
men were on the battle-field iu Maryland, doing all
that ('hristian sympathy could devise tor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice, and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news or the battle at Murfreesboro, tweiitv-fbur men were despatched from the
various Young Men's ('hristian Associations, with a
large amount of stores tor the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own ooaacienoe. the conviction that they are in the
of dutv. and carrying out the great
of
sir mission, according to the examples set by our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doe-

ministering

PHILADBLPB1A.

DENTIST,

F BOS T

KITTUET.

CHAULEATOWW.

Ob Lime Street.

...

CP" Katrine. Ant Door north *f th. Pont OB ML
junto Am

"WTiolesai©
——

THE

M. Brashes.
N, Bunting.
Q, Sperm Ofl.
8. Stationery.
T. Fire Wood.
X. Whale Oil.
BIOOKITV.

febl3 eodlm

DR. WALTER R. J0HH80H

OFFICE

Claaa 4. White Oak Plank I fi. Tenow Pine Logs;
11. White Pine Plank and Boarda; 18. Aab Plank
and Boarda; 14, White Aah liars: M, Black Walnut
and Cherry; IT, Cypress: X.Lignamrlta; M.Braahea: tt. Iron; M. Steel; *7.
Iron Spikes; X. Iron
Nails; K, Lead; 81. Zinc and Tin; X. Hardware;
S4.Toola for Stores: K.White Lead; 87. Zinc Painta;
X. Colored Paint*. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41.(ila**;
44. Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ae.

nOOTlB,

BROKER.

en-

8, stationery.

M. Brushes.

ELIPXALET WEBSTER, Agent,

laud.

of two

Date.

the classes
following
Equipment and lieemit in g

Justice of the Peace.

Portland. Feb. 13.1863.

—

-—

The

or

WILL

TOWN

of
in the State of
of —, in the State of ——.
-. and
hereby guarantee that in oase the foregoing bid of
for any of the classes therein named be acbe or they will, within ten days after the receipt of the contract at the poet office named, or Navy Agent designated, execute the contract for the
same with good and sufficient sureties; and in eaae
the said
shall foil to eater into contract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offer of the said-and that which
may be accepted.

The

Massachusetts, 1 M
County qf Hampden. f,
SrRiicoriELD, Not. 21*t. 1862.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. Cha£. Frkemak,
pin and S. J. Hall, before me.
State

of Onarssfw.

—,

—

spective Xarv Yards:

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due—None.
Losses adjusted and not duo—None.
Loaae unadjusted,
86,936 78
All other claims against the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force,
87.7754172
A. W. CHAPIN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

Portland, Me.

doelt eodSm

The undersigned,

AMOUNT OF

Shades,

Window

loo,21*3 99

ASSETS or THB COMPANY,

ON DRAUGHT

0. D. MILLER,

815*.*fi0 0*
16.216 99

f'anh on hand.
Cash in 'and* of

Meal* at all hoars, cooked to order.
ENGLISH ALE

up,

F, miacellaneona tool* for

Orrioeor th* AAQM CSA. I
F irt Preble. Msine, Feb 4th. IMS. I

■

TRU8TEES.

Isaac L. Came,
Kath’lJ. Miller,
Edward Hamblin.
George II. Starr,
J. A D. Lord,
A. A 8. E. Spring.

1

Firm

812,768.780

;

Claaa A. boiler Iron and rivet*; C, lard oil: F, ml*,
cellaneou* engineer*' toola; K, leather; L. bone;
M,
brashes. Ac; O, lantern*; o aperm ell; R, ahip
chandlery; 3, stationery ; T, firewood: K X, at eel.
The following are the claaeee under Bnreau of oonatruction and Repair:

place

Dividend Jan. 27th, 1963, 40 per ct.
The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, IMS. to the 1st of
January, 1962. for whron Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1962, to 1st

Date.
W'itness.
The scliedale which the bidder encloses mast be
to his offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article in the schedule the price must
be set, the amouut earned out, the aggregate footed
ap for each class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the
where the article* are to be delivered, they
must name In their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to be delivered.

pasted

the asauRSD. and are divided annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year, and for which

The Certificates previous to 1361, have
been redeemed by cash.

Hophni Eaton,
Isaac Dyer,

Which from a firm must be signed by all the members.
I, —. of-, in the State of
hereby
agree to tarnish and deliver ia the respective Navy
\ ards all the articles named ia the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of February 13, 1863. Should my
offer be accepted, I request to be addressed atand the contract sent to the Navv Agent at
——, or
to-, for signature and certificate.
Signature, A. B.

and State of New York
Stock. City, liana and other Stocks, 82.614.940 68
Loan* secured by Stocks And otherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
233,760 00
Dividend* on Stocks, Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans.su n dry
Notes, reinsurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.889 68
Premium Note* and Bill* Receivable,
2,4*4,i*12 86
237.802 20
CashinBauk,

United State*

JOHN 0.

Real Estate and lerchaiitac

WAAH1HOTOE.

uk uuuuca-

C»rd

VIZ:—

bearing inter

me uat

provided, approved

Seven Million Doling*.

Certificatesare issued,

umi

quality

Inaurnnon ngainat Marine and In*
land Navigation Riska.
over

win

delivering

SI Wall 81.,(cor. of Willi*m)New York,
January 17th, 1868.

Assets,

cuuiiwia

BUSINESS CARDS.

PHILADELPHIA.

Claaa A, boiler Iron

gineers; Q, aperm oil; R. ship chandlery.

by

No. IAS Fore Street, head of Long Wharf,
dec!9
PORTLAND, ME.
eodly

Mutual Insurance

practicable,

tiou is given and deliveries can be demanded.
Sureties in the tall amount will tie required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to by a
United States' district attorney, collector, or nary
agent. As additional security, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the hill* until the
contract shall have been completed; and eighty per
centum of each bill, approved in triplicate
the
commandant* of the respective yard*, will be paid by
the navy ageut at the point of delivery In certificate*
of indebtedness or Treasury notes at the option of the
Government.
It is stipulated in the contract that if defoult be
made by the parties of the first part in
all
or any of the article* mentioned in any class bid for
in the contract, of the
and at the time and
places above provided, then, and In that case the contractor and bis sureties will forfeit and
pay to the
United States a sum of money not exceeding twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of Congress
in that case
March 8. 1848.
Bid* must not contain da**** for mar* them one
in the tame envelope, and bidders are requested
indorse on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.
Form of Ofer.

t9TPractically taught.as followsBook-Keeping,

Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Hnsinem and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Markin*. Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.

accompanied
hereby

a w

ing parties: Messrs. 11. J. Libby k Co., Steele k
Hayes, $zra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
| Leo. W. Woodman.Esq.. Messrs. Johu Lynch k Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq.

Bartlett’s Commercial

College. Cincinnati. Ohio, the first aud oldest in the
United .State*. My teaching aud plan* are modern,
and the most improved and
approved, as the .tint

lard oil: D. boiler felting; E, gam packing, grommet*. he; F, miKellnneon* tool* for engineer*; K,
leather; Q, sperm nil; R, ship chandlery I 3, atationcry; T. firewood : V, wrought iron, pipe, raise*. Ac;
16 X, steel; 28 X. Iron nail*, boltg, end nntj; 81 X,
tin. copper,, Ac: X X, hardware; X X, white lead)
87 X. zinc, paint; X X. colored painta, dryers, Ae;
X X, linaeed oil, turpentine; 44 X, metallic
oil, tallow, aoap.

particularly

Policies

I860 in the Hanson Block. No. 161 Middle street. The
LOCATED
have recently been made
and furnished

Navy Depa rtment. Feb. 18,180*.
PROPOSAL# to furnish materials for
the Navy for the fiscal year ending 30th June.
1863, will be received at the
Bureau of Equipment aud Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
until the 13th day of March-next.
must be indorsed “Proposals for Materials for the Navy," that they may De distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of (naming tbe Bureau) for which they
are intended.
The materials and articles embraced in tbe olaeees
named are
described in the printed
schedules, any of which will be tarnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all theyards upon application
to the respective Bureaus. This division into classes
for tbe convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be tarnished as are actually required for bids. The Commaudant and Navy Agent of
each station will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their own yards, have a copy of the schedules of
tbe other yards for examination only, from which
it may be Judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
any
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In computing tbe classes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, aud the
aggregate of tbe class will be carried out according to
the prices stated,
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
fide bidder who gives proper security for its fulfilment.
The United States reserves the right to rqject all the
bids for any class, L’ deemed exorbitant.
All articles must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Yard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, and in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
Ac., of the vard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of tbe commandant thereof.
Bidders are referred to the commandants of the respective yards for samples, instructions, or particular
description of tbe articles; and all other things being
equal, preference will be given to articles of American manufacture.
Every offcr, as required by the law of 10th August,
bv a written guarantee,
1846, must be
the form of which is
given.
Th<we only whose offers may be accepted will be
forwarded as soon thereafter as
which
they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named by
them.

Proposals

WILLARD

Portland Commercial College.

the

SEALED

aggregate?

and how much the administratrix
Sue says that Strout told her he ha given her
COULD AFFORD TO, A VERT IHDEFI5ITB
found theciaim at New York, an old, established and highly respectable house. I also found
that previous to his settling my claim, he (Strout)had
been in communication with that very house, and
had offered them the stereotyped edition of 20 per
cent, which they refused. I advised them to "stir
him up" forthwith. Out of quite "a batch" of long
winded yarns from Strout in reply, I here quote onfrom that under date of March 31. 18&. "The
dividend upon the claims against the estate of John
Rounds isper cent
The dividends have all been
paid ont except yours, a longtime since, and 1 had
forgotten about your claim.”’
D. T. CHASE.
Attorn y for all the heirs at law of the late John
and
of
the
Rounds,
claim at New Y'ork he
assignee
(Strout) "could not And. or had forgotten about,"
which claim remains unsettled.

got?

NO. 222.

PROPOSALS.

Creditors9 Meeting.
MEETING of all the bona fide Creditor* of the
late John Rounds is requested at the counting
room of the undersigned, on Saturday, the 28th
day
of March next, at 2 P. M., to take into consideration
the mauuer the estate was settled, or pretended to be
settled. Sewell C. Strout (Howard k Strout) "as
coun*Bf. for th* admini^tratrix," (mark the
words) according to his own account, has had all the
claims against the estate, except mine, and one at
New York he could not 4nd. assigned to himself
for 20 per cent., which was all theesfate paid, as he
has repeatedly staled. I declined the generous ofer,
and after years of delay, finding that no better settlement could be effected, directed^mv attorney to cite
the administratrix into Court, and give Strout duo
notice thereof. It was then, andntd until then, that
Strout, like a skillful general, suddenly changed his
tactics. He requested that nothing further be done
for the present, but to "see Chase and ascertain the
very lowest he will take," which .was "neck or
mothiho." The money was forthcoming to the tune
of 100
per cent. The problem I wish to solve is, how
much did the estate fairly pay ? How much did all
the claims against the estate (except mine and the
oue at New York he "could not Jind) cost bim(Strout)

cure a

"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the moat capable and
auceea.ful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation In assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
t nut worthy, and more capable of patting their application- in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at tbe Patent Office."
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but owx of whleh patents have been
granted, and that is now pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part

_INSURANCE.

1803.

physical

by

dying.

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite band of PM|«y'l Whart)
Partlaad, Ma.
Jom*

inca^^mm

aamaaa.

nod ltdcb

JOHN t. BROWN * SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
TORE STREET, PORTLAND, ME
jaSMtf

object

Kth

Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants. and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.

Donations of money, bibles. tracts, magaiinee. religious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can tie sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johesosi.
Congress
street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributor* may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the tick and needy soldiers.

H. Burgess, Andrew J Chase. Jacob Cbaau
Jr., David B Ricker, Walter R Johnson. Army Committ serf Young Men’s Christian Association.
feb4 2m

JAMBS P.
FI KN1SHING
IT*. Ill

Dlnrailonm Sc, WautoS.
-nn LINEAL feet. 11 by 16) Kook M.ple
"
4 by 16 J
DUv 800

or

16M n 4 by 8 in pa si ond a ft la )
Bench
as ps H bv I'J- ll, ft long, of Black Aah.
400 plica. 86 ft long. 11 in diameter nt the bntt. nnd
8 nt tbo top. .freight ond sound, of whim, rellow.
and second growth Bed oak. Yellow aud Krowu
Asb. Gray and White Maple and Haematec
1*86 lineal feet, 11 by 11. White fine Lumber.
9,836 feet/ace, 4 by 4, white pine Plonk.
D. I. CHASE
Apply to
mchS dtf

Dissolution of Co-partuonhlp.
VETE, the nodenigned. have this day by mutual
ft tx>.
•""sMSWSfams ftbtd8w

Portland, February 4,18(3.

UNDERTAKER

ExckRMf« Street, Pori laid.

Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, kens eoa•tantly OB head all the rarioas kind, of

COFFIMS AMD

Henry

n

Q-rooers,

AMD-

Now

in

CASXXTS
Uaa,

of thin Had that
And will auke o order
may be orderea, .t ibort nortee. from tbe cheep net te
ny strict end
the tbut a nr. »'
attention to tbe me no tart a ring, lining and trimming
of tbe above. 1 can foruleb tbem ebeaper than aap

anything
i»ln(I

0<Aog**d, IMS.

*

aaSrldad

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY
parTHE
chased from tbe Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
lam
In Northern MMnaarf.
bare

tract of land
Company
adjoining the Soarlehlng town of Hamilton, Caldwell
for
County,
Arming and menaActaring pare.
and barn dtetdnd thrir proparty Into lota end Arms.
are
u
to rebncrtboie In thnree of SSO aaab.
Shred
They
Maps, with mil Information. enn ba bad by ealUagoa
t

aae

EDWARD SHAW. A|am«,
HR Middle Snuure, Pobtlabd.
dtf

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAIN*

Ttiunday Morning, March 11. ’,8*3.
The circulation of the, Daily Press is larger
t/uM that of auy other daily in the city.
Tuun,—*6.00 a year if paid within three months
from ths dots if subscription, or 87.00 at ths end <f
the year.

New Portal Law.

The fol

imporlan ,
^w|Dg
P°*' ^i law adopted just belore the cloee of thi
last session of Congress:
“One of the most important bills passed b;
(he late Congress was that amending the law:
regulating the Post Office Department. It
main provisions are as follows : The Postmas
ter General is to appoiut all Postmasters whost
salaries are less than $1000; the President al
above that figure; Postmasters to reside in tlx
delivery district of their office. Every Post
master and agent is to take the general oati
of July, 1662, and a special oath of faithful

npport of the government, and expressing
the meet hopeful views of the future. His renarks were received with the most intense
enthusiasm, Democrats and Republicans alke
disturbing the echoes of the Hall by their
akouts of ajipluuse, thus expressing their admiration of a man who has consecrated his young
and promising life to his country’s service, and

who appeared before them mutilated by the
When he closed bis
•ad fortunes of war.
speech a member called for three cheers for
the gallant defender of his country's flag, and
every member, except one, rose to his feet,

and, waving his hat above bis head, joined in
tMng honor to the patriot soldier.
Geu. Howard then proposed three more
cheers for the L’11 ion, amt all, with the same
•ingle exception, again sprang to their feet,
and made the welkin ring with their patriotic
These facts

cheers.

come

to us from one who

member of the

Legislature—
who said there was but one expression in re
laliou to the member who, in his own action,
furnished an exception to the general manilea-

was

prose.it—a

talioo.
But Who was the individual who could thus

keep

his seal

during

such

a

scene

f

Who the

that could refuse response to the hero of
Fair Oaks, especially when that here waved
before him the sleeve made vacant by the for■mi

If
tune* of that hotly
the facia have been correctly represented to
contested battlefield ?

at, It *u no ottier than the member from
Westbrook—Hon. F. O. J. Smith! Mr. S.
in

have Tell excused from

participating
the demonstration referred to, aa he belongs
neither to the Democratic nor the Republican
party, but It an Independent! like the man
Who excused himself for his cold stolidity
While Hstetiing to a melting charity sermon,
on the ground tnat he belonged to another
parish! Mr. Kingsbury, in his closing reply
to Mr. 8., on the National Resolves, took
proper notice of this peculiar evidence of ioy•Ity.
might

__

W-Tbe Advertiser,
makes
recent

common

cause

altrmpied

as

was

to be

with the

expected
Argus In the

but abortive raid of the lat-

ter upon the Interests of the Press. It even
knows more than the Argus about the la tier’s
private business. “We know,” It says, “that

the writ was put h-to the officer’s hands without instructions other than to scree it upon
the Press establishment.” Tlie Argus don’t

happen to know so much about this matter as
its sympathizing friend, but says, “the officer
got the writ with instructions to attach real
The
estate and the Press establishment”
Advertiser evidently never heard of the man

by minding his own
yesterday's issue it is particu-

who made himself rich

business.

larly

In its

abusive of the editor of the Press—who

mauuscripts, proof sheets, maps, prints, engravings, blanks, flexible patterns, samples and
sample cards, phonographic paper, letter enveio|>8, postal envelops or wrappers, cards, paper photographic representations of seeds, cut
tings, bulbs, mots and scions. The maximum
standard weight for the single rate of letter
postage is one half ounce avoirdupois. The

of postage on all domestic letters not exceeding one half ounce, shall be uuilorm at
three cents; and for each half ounce, or fractional thereof, of additional weight, an additional rate of three cents, to be in all cases
prepaid by postage stamps. Drop or local letters two cents per bail’ ounce, prepaid by
sumps; and no further fee can be charged for
delivery, or for taking from street boxes to
the mails. Letter rales are to be charged on irregular matter, part writing and part print, except that publishers may send and secure proof
■beets and advise patrons, by writing on papers, when their subscription is up, at printed
matter rates. On unclassified matter, where
no specilic rate is set down, letter postage is
charged. When mail mutter that should be
prepaid goes lorward unpaid, double rates are
charged at the delivery office. Soldiers’ and
sailers’ letters are exempt from this extra
charge, and may go unpaid. On returned dead
letters, if valuable, double rates must be paid;
if not valuable three cenu only. Lelleis not
finding owners at the office tiamed must be
forwarded, when his place is known, without
rate

figured

sheet of

to

be

a

party

paper—aud
worthy

ettnk too low to be

to

extra

charge.

the suit in

in all respects is
of ordinary con-

tempt It crawls so near the ground that it
would be elevated by even a kick from a good
citizen. At such we leave it to its fate. It
Is in a (air way to die and leave no sign except
the slimy trail marking its descent to that
tomb from whose profound silence there is no
resurrection.
Lamer from Waterville College.
Watekville College, March 10, 1863.
Dub Press :—The fires of patriotism burn

brightly in Watervlllean hearts, and the copperhead spirit is emitting Its last feeble fitful
■park, preparatory to utter extinction. Tbey
an coming forth Irom their apathetic and lethargic state, and are waking up to the necessities and exigencies of the times. Another
rousing Union demonstartion took place this
evening, and crowds were unable to gain admittance. Hou. J. G. Blaine of Augusta, waa
the principal speaker, and our worthy repre■ entative elect, displayed bis usual oratorical
Rev. Mr. Dillingham followed, and
abilities.
had it not been for an allusion, which displeased e email portion of bit audience, would
hate given entire satisfaction. Notwithstanding tbaL be is a sterling patriot, and knows by
personal experience the cost of loyalty. The
meetlrg adjourned to next Monday eveniug.
Wm. T. Chase, of the present Junior Class,
has been commissioned Chaplain of Col. Hamlin’s colored regiment. Capt. Merriam, also
hai been transferred from the 30th to Col. Appleton’s regiment. Many of the officers of
these two regiments are Waterville students,
who believe in the employment of any and all
ueaus

But

for the suppression of the rebellion.—
L. L.

more anon.

Letter from Waterville.

Watekville, March 10,1863.
To the Editors of the Press :
We bad a large Uuion meeting here last
tfigbt. The Town Hall was filled to its utmost capacity. The “Uuiou League” was addressed by Hon. J. G. Blaiue. He never did
better. Hls argument In favor of the emancipation proclamation was conclusive against
the answer of “copperheadism.”
The town of Clinton under the supervision
of Daniel H. Brown, present Representative,
has gone Democratic, aud Mr. Brown carried
for the town to pay Us entire
indebtedness this year, which amounts to over
814,000. HU reason lor this is, “that it U a
a

vote

through

black Republican war, and he wanU to let
them know what they an about.”
Fullea.

Bills and receipts for subscriptions may be
inclosed in papers and go free—any other written Inclosure imposes letter postage. The Postmaster General is authorized to make needful
rules, and require sworn testimony to carry
ou*. these provisions.
Pranking is restricted
to tlie President, his Private SecreUry, the
Vice President, heads of Executive Departmenu, beads ol bureaus and chief clerks, to be
designated by the Postmaster General, Senators and Representatives, Secretary ol Senate,
and Clerk of House—but this only to cover
matter sent to them, and that dispatched in
the way of business, except documents Issued
by authority of Congress. Documents from
officers to their several Departments, marked
official, also go free; also petitions to Congress.
The weight of franked matter must not exceed lour ounces per package, save Congress
books, Ac. Publishers may exchange papers
free, not exceeding sixteen ounces in weight.
This act takes effect on and after July 30,1863.
For tbs Dally Praas.
Art Instruction.

We are gratified to learn that a studio has
been opened at No. 290 Congress street, by
Misses Barker and Ayer, who purpose giving

PEES*.]

Augusta, March 11.

Wednetday. Prayer by

Gardiner.

Papers

Rev. Mr. Follett of

from the House were

concurrence.

disposed

of in

Patted to be engrotted.—Resolve in favor of
the town of Abbott; resolve relating to the Penobscot Indians; act additional to the act incorporating the city of Belfast; resolve additional

paid

in advance. Strict rules are made as U
keeping of accounts and records. When buel
ness is greatly increased at a post office by
reason of the presence of a military force, the
Postmaster General may allow reasonable extra compensation. Quarterly accouuta to tbe
Department, are imperative, false swearing iu
which is perjury. Dead letters, having valuable inclosures, are to be registered, returned
when practicable, and if not, the value goes to
the department, subject to reclamation wilhiu
four years. The advertising of letters is left to
the discretion of tbe Postmaster General, with
the restriction that the publication shall be
made in the newspaper having the largest circulation within tlie special district—the pay to
be uo more than one cent per letter. Publishers must be notified when papers are not taken out for one month, which notice may be
sent free.
Foreign dead letters shall be subject to conventional stipulations with the respective Governments. The business of local
delivery and collection of letters is to be regulated by the Postmaster General: but carriers are to be paid a salary and give bonds.—
The Postmaster General may also establish
branch Post Offices and letter boxes in cities;
all accounts for local business to be kept separate.
Contracts may be made with publishers
for delivery by local carriers of papers, 4c.,
coming through the mails; the Postmaster
General may also provide for the delivery of
small packets, other than letters and papers,
provided they are prepaid (for delivery) at the
rate ol two cents for each four ounces.
No
package, weighing over four pounds, shall go
through tlie mail, except books circulated by
order of Congress. Postage must l>e pre-paid
by stamps on domestic letters, whether for
mail or local delivery, on transcieut printed
matter, and everything else save newspapers
arranged lor by the quarter or other period.
There are but three classes of mailable matters, via: letters, regular or periodical printed
matter, and miscellaneous matter. The first
class embraces correspondence, wholly orpartly in wilting, except that mentioned in the
third class. The second class embraces till
mailable matter exclusively in print, and issued at stated periods, without addition by writing, mark or sign. The third class embraces
all other matter declared mailable, embracing
pamphlets, occasional publications, books, book

THE DAILY

TO

SENATE.

to the resolve in favor of Lewis Bisbee.
Finally patted.—Resolves—in favor of Passamaquoddy Indians; in favor of the same for educational purposes; in favor of Spencer G.

ter

The Postmaster General may pay not more
than two cents lor carrying letters in vessels
question—and heaps upon him epithets worthy not carrying mails, such letters to be put in
of a flsh-woman. It even meanly twits him of post-office on arrival in port; if for local delivery another two cenu should be affixed.
attending a negro conceit. We have only to No
fees are allowed for letters collected by a
say that the highest compliment either that
carrier ou a mail route. The registry system
bestow
the
can
or
remains as wonblera as ever: the government
upon
possibly
Argus
paper
will uke atiy sum not more than twenty cents
any loyal man, is to abuse him. From the
for
registering a letter, but will be in no manof
m no
we
ask
tin
inmost
soul
of
our
depths
ner responsible for loss or miscarriage.
Tbe
of
their
higher favor than the continuance
maximum weight for single postage ou printed
abuse. So long as they denounce our course
matter is four ounces, and the same for miscellaneous or third class matter; and tbe posttowards the Government, or our general deage on such four ounces is two cents, always
portment, the better portion of community prepaid by stamps; double these rates
are
will not suspect us of any radical defects',—
charged for books; three unsea'ed circulars go
from
their
taintfor two cents—two rents lor each additional
hut the drat breath of praise
three, always prepaid; no charge for cards or
ed lips would give lust cause to every man
advertisements stamped or printed on envelwho loves his country, to suspect us of deriojies. Newspaper, or second class postage, is
liction of duty. The Argus as yet has a name,
for papers not over four ounces each as follows per quarter of year: once a week, 5 cents;
and represents an influence, for good or for evil
twice a week, 10 cenu; three times a week, 15
In the State, and lor this reason it is somecenu; six times, 30 cenu; seven times, 35
The Advertiser,
times catitied to uotice.
cents, and so on, adding one rate for each issue
however, has lost the prestige of a once good more than once per week—to be prepaid for
not lest than three mouths nor more than a
name, represents no power, exerts no influyear at the office of reception or delivery:
ence, is the mere echo of a single malignant i
publishers of weekly newspapers may send
spirit, represents no party, Is cared for by no within their county free. Ou magazines isfriend*, has become the mere sewer for the sued less often than once a week, one cent for
four ounces to regular subscribers. Special
boldest and moat disgusting disloyalty, seems
bargains may be made by the Postmasser Gento be a mere waif for which nobody is responeral for transporting packages of newspapers,
sible—a mere blurred, smeared, smutty, dis- 4c.

does not happen

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE
[SPECIAL DISPATCH

No mail mat
ness and honesty in his office.
matter shall be delivered until tbe postage it
box rent must be
at least one quar

paid;

Peculiar Evidence ol Loyally.
A few days since that gallant son of Maine,
Gen. O. O. Howard, was at Augusta, and visited the Legislature. He was invited to addrese the House, and responded in a brief addrees of fervent patriotism, urging a generous

BY TELEGRAPH.

jg Bn afreet of the

Bowes.

Patted to be enacted.—Acts—additional to the
act incorporating Westbrook Seminary; in reference to the claim of Miles W ilson on Penobscot county; additional to the act
incorporating
the city of Bangor; to change the time of holdthe
term
of
S.
the
J.
Court
in Knox
ing
May
county; to amend the act in aid of families of
volunteers.
Mr. White introduced a bill to dispense with
the use of Beals in the execution of contracts.—
Read and assigned.
Mr. Woods called up the resolve for the purchase of 300 copies of the Revised Statutes. The
Senate insisted on its vote and appointed Conferees.
Bill taxing bank stock was taken up. Amendments were offered, some of which were
adopted
and some rejected. The bill was then tabled
Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on Reform
School, made a report, accompanied by a resolve, which was read and assigned.
Mr Doe, from the Committee on Military
Pensions, reported a resolve repealing resolves
in favor of Wm. W. Quinby and Herman Nye.
Read and assigned.
Bill to incorporate Bethel Steam Mill Co. was
amended and
passed in concurrence.
Mr. Woods introduced a bill relating to fees of
of
Registers
Deeds; also, resolves in relation to
the memory of Hon. Reuel Williams.
The Agricultural College matter was taken
up. Mr. Josselyn moved to substitute the minority for the majority report, and on this spoke
till adjournment.
BOUSE.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Waterman.
Papers from the Senate were disposed

of in

concurrence.

Engrotted

part of the
to Benton.

concurrence.—Bill to set off

in

of Albion and

town

annex

the

same

Patted to be engrotted.—Bill to
prevent the
destruction of salmofi trout in certain lakes in
Franklin connty; resolve in favor of Hamlin

Dickey.
lunmug,

s«vcvi>«

a

wuuiuwuni

^■

nili

iu

lire

Maine State Seminarv waa taken frum the table,
on motion of Mr.
Lothrop, and to-morrow as-

signed.

Report of the Committee of Interior Water*,
on the petition of J. M. Cumins, came from the
Senate recommitted. On motion of Mr. Stickney, it wae laid on the table.
Bill to aid the familiea of volunteers came
from the Senate, which non-concurred in the
amendments. The House insisted, and appointed Messrs. Crosby, Lyman, and Gunnison as
Conferees.
Resolve in favor of additional aid

to the bridge
Mattawamkeag Forks, came from the Senate
indefinitely postponed. The House insisted and
at

appointed Messrs. Cony, Chase of Turner, and

Dyer

as

Conferees.

Robinson, from the Committee on Military
Pensions! reported a resolve repealing resolves
in favor of Alexander G. Tnylor and Charles V.
Mr.

Bucknam.
On motion of Gunnison, Mr. Jones of Bridgton, was excused from further attendance.
On motion of Mr. Parker, of Gorham, it was
ordered that the report of the Liquor Commissioner and of the Legislative Committee be

printed.
A Urge number

of bills were presented, which
lie over under the rule.
On motion of Mr. Crosby, Mr. Small, of Machiasport was excused from further attendance.
Resolve to purchase 300 copies of the Revised
Statutes came from the Senate, that body insisting and proposing a conference. The House insisted and appointed Messrs. Hayden, Crosby
and Lyman as Conferees.
On motion of Mr. Hayden, the vote postponing the bill in relatiou to Trial Justices was reconsidered, and amended on motion of Mr.
Smith. As amended it passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Foster the bill to incorporate the Bethel Steam Mill Co., was taken frum
the table, amended, and passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Abbott, from the Committee on Agriculture, reported the bill fixing the standard weight
of potatoes, in a new draft.
Mr. Bisbse presented a bill to make valid the
doing* of Hiram Bass, which was referred to the
Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Cony, from the Committee on Banks, Ac.,
reported a bill to amend Sec. 9, Chap. 39, R. 3.,
relating to day* of grace.—Adjourned.

Hospital Reports.
Philadelphia, Feb.

28th.

cnxSTxa hospital.

Wm. A. Ebena, 1, 19th, Appleton, wounded In
hund; M W. Brsdiue, A. 6th, Limetown, diarrhea;
Levi Higgins. A, 20th, Belgrade, lever; L. 8. Bickford, K. Sd, Water*tile, fhver; BenJ. Burr, K, 4tb,
Brewer, wounded In left foot.
HBSTOBVILLK

HOSPITAL.

Alvin Slovenian, D. 6th. debility; Hiram Wiaen,
F, 7th, wounded; D. C. Whitney, C,16th, bronchitis.
TCRSEK I LABI HOSPITAL.

v.

Sidney William, C,18th. Admitted Feb. 19; L. B.
Murphy, ti, 4th. do Fob. 21.
CHESTBDT

HILL

HOSPITAL.

Joaiah Loot, With: U. W. McDanah.Sd; 8. L. Sadler. 4th; 0. W Thoms*. 4th; Cyrus Hall. 16th;.
Samuel Austin, 2d; Gen. G Moaeman, l.tesv.; M.
H. Thompson, lat cav.; E. C. Stevens. 16ib; Patrick
O'Neil, 16th; Wm. 11. Keed, 16th; Eugene Tnylor,
6th; A. M. Kellar, 2d bmt'v; Wm. B. Murphy, 6th
battery; James Woodward, 2d; Sumner Graut, 2d;
Chariest'. Els. 10th; F. 8. Delano, 20th; Alonzo
Hurd, 20th: Leri Gordon,2d; Ihns. C. An old,2lith;
Frank O. Curtis, 20th; Robert Carlow, 19th; Jno.
H. Sargent.2d; James Robinson,2d; Augustas MeLnaghuu 2d; I. W. Sanborn, 2d; D. L L. Corser,
23d; D. W. Starbird, 12th; Wm H. Cb Ids, 1st cav;
Nelson Turner, 1st cav,; M. N Edwards, 6th cav.;
George Smith, 16th; Wm H. Tract, 20th; James A.
Teton, 16th; C. Harri*on.20th; Enos N Hunch, 4th;
Jno McCloud. 4th; Levi S. Point, 4th: Joseph N.
17tb: F. K. Rounds. 231; O. W. Wells, 19th;
I. 11. Pratt. 20th; Austin Smith, 1st car.; Joseph B.

Puyue,

Parsons, 19th.

nans

sraarr

hospital.

Wm. D. Hodsdon, 2uth.
xm/ui.— iuc

juuwcu

mau wuo

bought a barrel of flour for $9,50, paid therefor
a twenty dollar gold piece and received in
change 921,50 in paper, baa been beaten. “By
special request” we will mention that we were
indebted to the Lowell Courier for the fact*
iu this case. Unlike the Courier, we did not
borrow the language without acknowledgment.
A correspondent of the Ban tor Whig writes
from Hampden as follows: I noticed iu your
paper of yesterday, taken from the Lowell
Courier, notice of a man tendering a $20 gold
piece, and receiving in payment a barrel of
flour—$10,50—and $21,50 in bills, lor the gold
and premium. I bought in Bangor to-day, a

instruction in drawing and painting.
As Miss Ayer is a Portland lady, it is not
necessary, perhaps, that we should speak of
her particularly. Miss Barker of Calais has

$23,90.

ceived back in bills for the

for some time given, with the greatest success,
instruction in the ornamental branches in Gor-

Seminary, where she is retained as teacher in that department. Persons visiting their
rooms, will Hud on exhibition, paintings by
these ladies, which are of themselves, really
very flattering recommendations.
Hono* alit artes, is just as much a truth
among us, and at this lime, as it was at Rome
in the days of Cicero. We trust that the gen-

appreciative |>ubiic will
retain these artists among us, and employ
their pencils and brushes in transferring to
canvas the many pleasant views among our
C.
hills and along our coast.
erous

patronage of

We

an

nnderstand

tliat

smallness of the edition of the

owing to the
Adjutant Gen-

compared with last year, and
the order to furnish copies to towns, cities,
plantations, libraries, colleges, academies, etc.,
and also to distribute copies among the regiments in the service, the
accomplished officer,
to whose industry and fidelity the Report is a
fitting monument, is left without any copies
to be disposed of at his pleasure.
It is queer
that the Legislature in its wisdom, should have
remembered everybody, iu providing lor the
distribution of this work, except the publish-

eral’s

Report,

as

of newspapers, to whom it would be of so
much service, and who would naturally do so

ers

much to give publicity to Its important facts.

gold and premium
$2,40.

Beat the other man
Town

Elections.

East Livermore.—The Union

men

car-

ried every town officer.
Danville.—In this town the

copperheads
prevailed.
Wavne.—Republicans triumphant through
out.

Turner.—The election was strongly
tested, but the republicans and Union

■T- Pittsburg, Fa., is now, with Its
burbs, a city of 120,000 inhabitants.

men

chosen.

Hayden of Bath, has very little
things of antiquity.
In the Legislature the other day he said, by
way of a hit at the Popliam celebration and
dr.

reverence

for relics and

similar exhumations of the past, that for his
own part he wonld not give more than six

dollars

a

cord for the whole of Noah's

it could be
and that

found iu

maiuly

timber had been

a

state of

Ark, if
preservation,

ascertaining how
preserved.

for

well the

Monday last, voted her credit to the Androscoggin Railroad
for $25,000^to pay claims outstanding for the
construction of the road, by a vote of 187 yeas
to 21 nays. The Legislature had previously
granted the city authority to do so.
sr The city

of Bath on

sub-

JT“ A. D. Nichols, Esq., at one time editor
of the Rockland Gazette, died at
Albany, N.
Y., a few days since.

yCorn meal has been selling in Galveston, Texas, Knoxville, Tennessee, and other
keta at $5 per bushel.

ms

I J What was Eve made for ? “For Adam’s
Express Company,” responds Wilkes’ Spirit of
the Times.

i r“Tbe Kennebec Journal is authorized
to s y that Hon.
Joseph Baker, of Augusta,
deci net to be a candidate for the vacant
J udgeship.

t '7~ Robbers are operating quite extensively a; Rockland. Two or three shoe shops
wei •! broken open on the night of the 1st
ins*.

J If The Lewiston Journal says the gross
ipts at the two levees recently held for the
bee lit of the soldiers, by the Pine Street Society, were about $300.
rec

L ^Seward Dill, Esq., of Phillips, has been
app’iinted by Gov. Coburn to visit the Maine
regiments near Washington, and examiue into
their condition.
t 'T~ Our attentive friend “C. H. H.,” will
plef ->e accept our thanks for a copy of “Tactics or Cupid iu shoulder straps
a tale of
We it Point.” It wil be noticed in due time.
—

t 'T" If there is a man on earth whom we
do otenvy, it is the oue who feels that it is
neci' isary to vindicate his loyalty to the
governs cut

by recourse

to

a

lawsuit.

J ’F—The Mobile Tribune of the 23d states
that flour was sold in that city at $75 per barrel, nd it was thought would go up to $100.
The want of transportation is the cause of the
adv tnce.
tie Portland Argus has sued
S
the -ortland Press for libel, piaciug the damages at $10,000.
Probably Jeff. Davis will
commence a similar action against the Press.—
^Adam* or

Bangor Whig.
t T- The tollowlug Maine soldiers

are re-

por ?d among the recent deaths at New Orleans; Globr Lawrence,Co. H, 14th,regiment;

Joli'i Bnddin, Co. G, 13th; Abel C. Huston
Co.
12th.

t.'r* Hon. Nehemlah Colby,

from York county diedal his residence
in 9>uth Berwick on Friday night last. A

sen) *ors

correspondent writes
lent citizen and most

us

that he was an excel-

worthy man.
E_J“Fernando Wood is making treason
speeches in Connecticut, denonneing the conscription law as unconstitutional, and advising
resb lance to its enforcement. Fernando should
me dead Wood—kill dried.

bee

.T'Rev. W. W. Hayward, late of Paris,
now occupies the pulpit of theUniversalist
Soc'ety at Kendall's Mills, rendered vacant by
the leath of Rev. J. W. Ford, about a
year
t

ago.

f f“ Pike,

of the

says In
Ward 3 of that city, a man was run for Warden “ whose only business is dealing In the

THE-

A gentleman who convened recently
with Hou. John Minor Botta. says
tbatjhough
taking do part in favor of the federal govern-

it, be la nevertheless a stanch friend of the
Un'.on, and lives in hopes of a speedy resUjratio of its authority all over the land.
mr

£; yTlie Boston Journal says

a

lady who

piece

in one of tht horse
was very much confused
by

yesterday,
vunderlng gaze

Desperate Condition of the Rebels A Powerful Bern on the Way to Reinforce
Admiral Porter's Fleet.
—

New York, March 11.
A Nassau letter says:
If the government
could only be persuaded of bets which are
here
the
letters from the
developed
daily (see
Southern States and hear the remarks that
are dropped by the rebels fresh from “Dixie,”)
they would appreciate the deplorable state l he
poor wretches are in, and be convinced that
an energetic and properly conducted move in
almost any direction, would suppress the rebellion.
A Memphis letter to the Times, dated 1st

Inst, stales:
The ram Lafayette passed down the river

last night at 10 o’clock, hound to
Vicksburg.
Admiral Porter needs the Lafayette and all
other effective vessels that can be sent to him
at this time.
The Lafayette will be uncomfortable to deal with, if her crew are equal to
her armament and other fighting qualities.
Fernando Wood Publiolj Counsels Resistance to the Consonption Aot.

New York, March 11.
At a

to

meeting

in

Stamford, Conn., last

satisfied that

entertaiued the

satisfy himself that

it waa

even-

Seymour (tbeir candidate)

view.
He considered it
duty to stand by and elect him.
be
said
that
on
the 12th day
Furthermore,
of last December propositions for an armistice
or peace were left in the hands of the President, which, had they been adopted, would
have settled this matter by the first of April,
amicably and to the satisfaction of the people
both North and South.
The propositions he was bound to withhold
from the public.
same

their

Tbs Roads In Virginia Again Impassable
Enthusiasm for tbs Union in Germany.
New York, March 11.
Special Washington dispatches to various
papers contain the following:
The roads in Virg'uia, which a day or two
ago were in tolerable condition, have relapsed
into a condition almost Impassable.
The President indicated the adjournment of
the Senate by saying to-day, It would not be
his fault if its business was not closed by Saturday next.”
Consul General Murphy, at Frankfort-onthe-Malne, declares he could send to the army
in America 35,000 men In ten days, If he was
authorised to do so.
He represents the German States
pervaded with enthusiasm for the
—

bre iren to wrath?

1The Democrats in the Pennsylvania
se of Representatives refused, on
Friday
to give the use ol the Hall to Governor
Johnson of Tennessee, and Governor Wright
Ho
Iasi.

SPECIAL.

Cold, ob ah Ibbitatid Tbboat, if
allowed to progress, resalts in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes Incurable.
BROWN S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach directly tbe effected ports and give almost Instant relief. In Bbobcbitis, Asthma, and Ca-

they

Tabbh

ing from

tbs

are

beneficial.

The

good

effects result-

of the

Troches, and their extended
ass, has caused them to he connterfsited. Be sure to
guard against worthiest imitations. Obtaih only
tbe genuine Aroms's Bronchial Trochee which bare
proved their efficacy by a teat of many years. Public SrxAKXHS and Sibobrs should nse the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who orer-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have
hem. Sold everywhere at 26 cents perbox.
Jau21 dAwSm
ate

GREAT DI8COVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturer! and Maahinists,
And Families,
will And It ixvaluabls! It will effectually stop the
leakage of Coal Oil.
It
It
It
It

ie insoluble in water
Is

a

will

liquid,

and

as

or

oil.

easily applied as paste.

adhere oily substances.

is

Supplied in packages from 2 os. »o 10# fks., by
THOS. G. LORINU, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
Sole Agent In Portland.
feblT dly

cuj

re-

Monday that our amiable neighbor
might possibly recover rive cents from
the Press for damages to his character, but he
was inclined
to think the verdict, If just,
wo Id be just half a dime less than that
»ed

Ad :ns

aim not.

£ ^“Yesterday and old Democrat—not a
standing upon the walk
tailing with a friend, when one of a different

co( erhead—was

star .p accosted him with,
pec oblc," as you take the
call

ly replied the person
it, and I freely confess

lak

“your'e not “resArgus I” “Well,”
addressed, “I do
I feel ashamed of

nd don’t think It adds a

it,
respectability.”

particle

to

my

£ if ’Tis said that Martin Farquar Tupper tlie

proverbial philosopher, has written
a moving letter to Mr. Lincoln, entreating
him not to use those horrible guillotines lmpor' ed for the decapitation of traitors. This
imp omptu (Anglice, half-cocked) effusion will
go Mown to posterity aud the truukmakers
with Mr. Tapper's
lines written on horseback ,” in bed, in the bathing tub, and at din£p "A letter from Great Salt Lake, dated
Feb. 14th, published in the St. Louis Republican, states that at the recent battle at Bear
Cre- k, Washington Territory, between Col.
Con ier’s command and the Snake Indians, in
whi< h the latter were nearly annihilated, the
folic

wing

among the wounded: S.
C. b ish, of Pitt*ton, Me., (badly,) and Sergt.
A..)'. Austin, of Ilancock county, Me., (danger-

isly.)

men were

The former

belonged

to

in another column picking SambncSpeer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families In Paris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satlsfac
tion.
dec22 dly
woman

for

J. Wxxlxt Kxllxt, Associate Founder of
the Analytical System of Medicine, will he at his Office, 214 Congress, corner of Pearl street, to advise
with tbe sick on all Diseases of MEN, WOMEN and
CHILDREN, during Tuesday and Wednesday, 10th
Da.

and 11th inst.

E. 1^ The winter session of Mr. Eaton's de-

servedly popular Boarding School for Boys,
at load Held, closes in two weeks, on Wednesday, 25th instant, with a public examination.
A pi /.e will be awarded to the most successful c- mpetitor iu the advanced grammar class,
to be warded by a committee consisting of

J. T. uilman, Esq., Portland, Hou. E. O. Bean
and Li tat. II. F. Eaton, Read field, E. Rowell,
Esq., IL Howell, and Hon. J. A. Sanborn, East
Readflekl.

ADVICE

Wllliamsburgb, Kings County, New York.

feblT dSm

In Waahington, March X. at the Kalorama hospital,
Mr. John Steven*, of Bath, member of Co. U, 7th
Me. Keg.
In Kichmond. Jan 24, of diptheria, Addie W.Trott,
aged 7 veers: Feb. 9. Geo. T. Trott, aged 6 era: 18th,
Henrietta Trott, aged 18 yean
children of Gilmore
and Margaret Trott.
In Biddeford. Feb. 27, of
eooeomption, Wm. C.
Dyer, aged 39 yean 10 months.

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

tf J- C. Mott, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital Organs, snd Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obecare diseases of the Pelvic Vioera. as Piles, Ruptures, Hydrocele, Varicocele. Fistula. Early decline of Maubood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improvemonts iu tbe cuse of Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
tbe world affords. Advice Free
jy Office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Honrs from 10 ▲. M. to 2
P. M and 6 to 8 P. M.
Mrs. M who is thoroughly verted in tbe afflictive
maladies of her sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
octSeodfim
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

STIAKKK

FROM

SAILS

FOR

March 21
Canada.Liverpool.Boston
New York Mareh 2B
Africa.Liverpool
Saxouia..Southampton.New York March 28
...

TO

ISXPAKT.

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Jen

Columbia.New York. Havana.March
Hibernian.Portland
Liverpool... Mereh
New York.Now York. Bremen.Mareh
City of New York.New York ..Liverpool. March

21
12
14
14

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Rteamen,carrying Mails for AtpinwaJI, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the let, 11th, and Hat of each
month.
Malls

are

forwarded

by every

jan27 d8awAwtf82

We understand, there la quite a
of Portland boys in the school.

|yConsumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inh a
lation,
By C. Morse, M. D
aul8’62eod

Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

Dentistry.—Dr.JOSlAH HBALD,No.241 Cor
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly
jy If you are iu want of any kind of PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office.
tf
tyCAKDS and BILL HEADS neatly printed
at this offloe.
tf

For a Few

Might* Only,

.Icinity,

that ha will

-WITH TOT OKBAT-

mmm raiel trogfe:
The engagement of tMe oomblnntlon of ArtSete recently at Mblo a Theatre, Sew York, and Academy
of Mueio, bo.ton. nuder tlie aaaaagetnent of tiaaaiil Karat., mied the hooae
nlghly with an aediaoee
compoeed of the Elite of the etty.

Thanday Eyralny, march 19th.
Overt vro

.......

Ore booty*.

The Performance will commence with the laughable Pantomime, entitled

TOh.AU.TEZT t
Vol-au-Tent.A.*. Hernando..
In which character ho will perform the diAeait
foot of playing on rooitoao IMBrreat Maoieal
Inatrnmenta, iadndlng tha oolehrated

a
u

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

NEWS.

Wednesday,.March tl.
ARRIVED.
8ch Pavilion, Parker. Boston.
Seb Home, Shute. Bouton.
Seb Silver Lake. Meed, Boston.
Sch Texas, Boss, Boston.
Sch Odd fellow. Govs. Boston for Kastport.
Sch Martha May, Cheney, h>« bury port.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston.

P»y.on,

Libby.

Fortreea

Pierre.Bone. A. Lehman.
Luiette.Biaa J. Lahmaa.
Drnnro ni nacn:

deCoqaette.. Boat. Top hog and Biaa JXehama.
Comlqae.A. B. Ueraa.de.
Quadrille.By the Lorpa da Ballet.

O. Henry Klomte,
In hie gracefhl and daring evolntionr on the HORI-

ZONTAL

PiTcrtiici ft j

TdV,.-.torpedo

Banet.

Smolaaha.Bim Kate Marshall
LaStryrieane.BTie J Lehman, I amine and
Bone

Tophoff.

DARING TRAPEZE, Mr O. Henry Bonote and
Mr. J. C. Franklin
Mr. J. A. Catenas.

Irish Conic loig

MAGIC TRUMPETS
With benntlfol Trick*. Traa*formation* aad
Firework*.
Clown................A. If. Hernandos.
I'aMaJooa, an old Taylor.,...Xo«. Srolkwy.
Harleqaia... .Mom. Topholr.
Witch.MIm Carol lot Lehman.
Status....Mom. A. Lehman.
Mom. A. Lehman.
Dandy.
Statu* Merchant.
......Mr. Mereste.
Columbine, daughter of Paatalooe. aad
is lore with Harlequin.M'lle J. Lehman.
Feaoaate, Demon*, Milkmaid*. Serraata, Soldier..
Ac., by the Corps de Ballet.
PRICES or ADMISSION—Farquutto M
Gallery Keeata.
u*,“F*rform““ *•

cent,;
■»

to Men red at the hall.
C. E. RICHARDSON. Agent tor tbeLMSM.
eaa

Q-rand

Geo H

Emery

A rolnoble oextont, and a toloooopo. hero bora
Iron.mined to See'y Seward br the EngHeh Gorerameat, to be presented to Copt D Hoedenoa ond the
chief mote <Cbae Born of .hip Mentebello, aa aa aoknowledgement of their oerrioao in roacaing the maoter and crew of Br brig Free Trader, off Cardiff la
the mouth of October loot.
Sch Accommodation, of Newbaryport, a toaa, and
built in 1M2, boo been .old to
in Uaeolnrille,
for 8700.
Sch D P. 120 tone, built at Briotol. Me In 1848. baa
hem K>ld to Capt T Thompooa, of Newbaryport, for

portie.

838)0.

DISASTERS.
Ship Shawmnt. Merrill, in leaving Saa Franciaeo
10th in.t. went aoboro oa the Mile Rock, where ebe
•prang a leak. Ske waa hove off ond iwtaraod to
Son Franciaeo. where .ho would bo diochargod. She
woo hound to Liverpool, with breadotaflb.

New York; bark

ahip lien Shepley,

T B Brown, Nlckenon, New York;
Geo Shattnck. Hatch. Feruandina.
BALTIMORE—Ar »lb. Kho knight, Whitmore.
Portland .in Fortreea Monroe; Village Queen. Haw.
kino, Alexandria; Challenge. Hart, from Fortreao

Ivla/t in©© I

lalulty

mehlS

Afternoon.

tlOSHS Hill OF THE SEISM!

^A. Loolae.^
A.

»jr

SehoUn ooRmscfiwith hit Schools.

Tto Sekelaru eassaatad with the Dae clue Schools
•f A. J. Loehe, rmputfally in rite tto •*—‘-g commaaity to unite with ttom la gtrlug a

Orui

Colliiia, Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 7th. bark John CnrtBo,
Sylveoter. New Orleana; ach Lewbnrg. Blake, for
New York.

Cld 9tb. brig Eadorwa. Haakall. Cardeaaa: aeh R H
Perkiaa, Laacaater. Hoafon.
Ar 9th. bark I'rovatore, Carver. Meaafna; A C Adam., Harringtoa, New York; brig. Mechanic. Manton. Hot ana; J W Driako. Driako. Cardanaa; Kbe
Harriet Newell. Sherman, do; Wm Arthur, Heekell,

7th, aeh Bay Stata. Ver-

NEW YORK—Ar 9th, .hip. An.tralia. To wart, tm
Liverpool D day.; Beruud. Hubbard. New Orleana
19 day,; Kb Etua 3 Potter, ftn Newbera NC.
; Ar7oth. ahip Windward. Smith, fm Saa Franciaeo;
bark Nouantnm, Edward,. New Orleana.
(Ad 9th. brig Bei.J Carver. Perry.tor Mataaiaa; ach
Emtiy Fowler, Willard. Waahington.
Ar 10th, ahip Windward. Smith.lm Saa Pritaaiaoo;
Lucinda. Smith. New Orelana.
Cld loth, .hip Hewlute. Freeman. Uverpool
Ar Utb. bark Warren. HaJlett. Rio Janeiro: briga
Sarah M Newball. from Matuanilln; Sarah Patera,ra

Trinidad.
Ar llth.

ahip demon, Naw Orleana.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th, Mb Yaatto, Bancroft,fm

Eaat Machine
814 wb. sch

Georgian*, Brown. Now York.
KEWPORT-8aUed 9th, eehe Eloaiee, Berry, from
Boston for Baltimore; Gertrude,Caldwell, New York
for Calais
Otis. Ames, do lor Damariseotta; Elisa
Ellen,Curtis. Providence for Portland; Fischer. Dean
Nassau NP for Boston; Denmark, Chase. Fall River
D. Stinson. Roeklaad for N York;
Alfred F Howe, Colson. Seasaport for Alexandria.
In port 9th. sobs Wm A Dobusq. Mayo. Pawtuket
for New York; Nath! Chase. Doane, Fall River for
do; Forest City, Lovell, tin do for do; Charter Oak,
Crowell, Providence for do.
BOSTON—A r 10th. schs Henrietta, Davis, Baltimore; Lilia Rich. Baker. Wei I fleet.
Cld 10th. schs hoesiusko. Culler, for Tbomactoa;
Maine. Williams. Bath
Cld Uth, brig Pico. Barrett. WConst Africa; John
Stevens, Hopkins. Portland, to load for Cuba.
FOREIGN PORTS*
Ar at Cardiff 18th alt, ship Chas Davenport, rrobla
ftn Liverpool.
Ar at Callao Jan 39, ships Persia. Doane. Rio Janeiro. (and sailed Feb 7 for Chinchas); Feb 11. John
Tucker, Ballett. San Franeisco.
Ar at Constantinople 9th nit. bark Armenia,HamilAyres Jan 16, brig Croostadt, Lewis, Bn

AT

LANCASTER HALL,
Tscsdai Evealag, Nl torch ITtk.

VTto PORTLAND BAND wffltopnMtoat tto
opening aad dieooune c ho lee male.
W. K. Kiods,
K. M. Shits,
E. WnnuLna.
Fanis U. Rica,
A. J. LockA

Searsport.

Sid 28th. bark Welkin, Blanchard, for Cork; brigs
Altarata, Bibber, Philadelphia; 2d Inst. U Means,
Means, Boston; Lillian, Swasey, Cardenas; 3d, J W
Treat, Park, lor Holiatw' Hole; Scotland, McLellan,

Boston.

Ar at Cardenas 28th ult, brig Mazatlan. Merrimaa,
sch Valeria. Lord, Portland; 3d. brigs
Geranium. Pierce, and John Pierce, Morton, PhilaMataasas.
delphia; 3d. Lillian. Swasey.
Sid 2d Inst, brig K W Griffith, Foster, tor a port
North ot Halt eras; 3d, hark C B Hamilton, Haskell,

Philadelphia;

Portland.

Ar at Sagua 22*1 ult. brigs Anna D Torres, Griffin,
New York; Eth. E P Treat, Lancaster, Matanzos;
26th. barks Aude*. Merriman, Matanza*; Lucy Eliza-

beth, Nichols, Havana; brigs Centaur, foido; HE
Wheeler, Pinkham, do; Foreet State, Harrhnan, ftn

Portland.

SPOKEN*
Das. LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Feb 16. lat 49, Ion 28. ship William Rathboae, from
1
Middle S treat, Portland, Me.
au*16— ly
Livorpool tor |few York.

J. P. Pnaar,
G. H. Towsaam,
Gap*. C. H Rich.
G. W. Tara
J. U. Bananmica.

lute, Ckaa4lei*i Fall Orchestral Band.
Fi*ooa Tickets B1.0S; G Allan, (0 Cmrrn—to
to had of tto Manage re. and at ML. Robtasoa's,
nadar l unMeter Hall, aad at Paine . Mueie Store.
mchll
Dnaatng to nnanmiu at» o'aloeh.

Warm’s Improved Fire
WATER-PROOF

PELT COMPOSITION

-AID-

GRAVEL ROOFING.

ELLAS

HERSEY-Agent.

OSce,

No. • I'atot Street.

C. RALE. Frost,
B. C. Cham A Co..
T. A J B. Camming.,
Camming. A Brook,
T. E. Stuart.

Wm. W. Thomu.
St. John Smith,
John B. Brown.
A. A S. E. Spring,
John MarneyT
William Moulton,
J. B. Carroll,
mahlldSm

Joy

Goo. Worcester.

Wrn. C. Mmm.

to the Afflicted !

Oriental Fruit Paste.
and vacations remedy for
Habitual Costive-

palatable,
A SIMPLE,
Constipation or Urn Bowels,
nee*, aad all the various and
canned by Irregularity
of aatnre.

disagreeable oymptoma
aad neglect of tbe fraction*

These oomplaiat* are anally known by the terms
DYSPEPSIA AND GESERKL DEBILITY, aad

troublesome symptoms are Pula la the
aad Bowaln, Flatulence. Headache. DixsiAcidity ot the Stomach. Ncrroasacm. Deepoadency, Irritability, Uaearinem, and inability to lx
the mind upon best aces, or enjoy anything.
As a Family MedMae, it trill be acknowledged A
poem vs lvxvbt, whenever the aid of laaativo
medicine is necessary. It in an pleasant to the taste
as a piece of confectionery, ana the moot agneable
prescription for children, who will eat it without the
least suspicion of it* medical properties.
It censes no sickness or paia. aad caa be lake*
without the slightest inoon veuienoe. even by female*
in delicate health, and those of tho feeblest constitutions ; especially in cases of weakness and irregularity of tbe female system. It will prase a salutary
blessing, restoring ta health aad strength, by removing obstructions, aad giving tone and energy ta
the fu actio as of the system.
This Font* ie pwtap la elagaat papas beam, of a
convenient rim for the pocket, with fell dtranMnas.
Fries M sente For sale by
THUS. G. LURING, Dacooier,
mohlS
Conor Exchange and Federal St*.
tbe most
Stomach
nem.

Sierra Mama Molasses.
0(14 HMDS
| Sierra Monnn Molasses now
OAU a Tieroe*. I loading from Brig "C. B. Alloa,”—o superior cargo fer retailing—tar sale by
JO US D. LORD,
No. 1J Union Wharf.
me h 12 dll* •

Grand

ult, brig Mary Stewart, Dennison,

At Portau Prince 21st ult, brig Union, Davison,
tor New York.
At Arroyo PR 21st ult. schs Oriental, Thom peon,
ftn Machiasport. disg: Mary Alice. Brown, for New
York in 8days; J W Congdon, Simmons, from Grenada for do.
At Ponce 24th ult, schs Maria Hall, Bn Button; 1 ff
Holmes, tor New Haven.
At do 24th. brig Scotland, Francis, tor New York.
At Neuvtas 36th ult, brig Calmuck. Petteogill, tor
New York 2 days; sch Wm A Dresser, ftn do, disg.
Ar at Havana 1st Inst, sch Active, Thompson, from
Portlaud; 2d. bark Chas Kean. Swan. Vera Crus; 3d
sch Oceau Herald. Wiley, ftn Portland.
Sid 1st. sch Two Brothers, for Cardenas.
Cld 3d. sch H P Cushing, Cook, for Cardenas; 4th,
brig Experiment. Gilbert, tor New York.
Ar at M stanza* 28tn ult, sch Dacotah, Cliflbrd. ftn

CinpHawtory Ml

TO THEIR TEACHER,

Monroe.
Sid Mb. aeh Sii.er Cloud.

Boston.
Ar at Cadis 18th

BAR.

Moon,, by Kith A

Seb Home. Slut.. Bel hot, by mooter.
Beta Uortho Moy, Cheney. Newbaryport, by
Btorr.
steamer Cheoapeake, Sbewoord, Now York,
k Pox.

Portland.
ELIZA BETUl’ORT—Cld
rill, Boafon.

Soto.

Naooboro.Mono. C. Lehmaa.

cp-km/rred Seat,

CLEARED.
Ship Effingham (Br) Jennlaon, Havana, by Phink
Jackson.
ney
brig Bobbin. Killman. Frankfort, ka master.
Sch A E Willard, Conley, Cardenas, by Isaac L
Came.
Sch Cal lata,

U altar

Father

steamer In the regu-

lar Hues. The steamers for or from Liverpool call
Queenstown, except the Cunudiun line, which eull
Londonderry.

New York.

place

and

14

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool March 18
Anglo Saxon.Portland
Liverpool ...Mareh 21
Teutonia.New York Hamburg... Mareh 11
City of Baltimore.New York. Liverpool.. Mareh 11
Australasian.New York Liverpool. March It
Tiorwegiau.Portland Liverpool... March 28

9 P. M
gy Office open daily (Sundays excepted) from
A. M. to 9 P. M. On Sundays, from 84 to 9} A. M.

Drr. J. Clawson Kelley and H. L. Davis
Medical office, No 229} Congress street, up same
in Portflight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only
land where Da. Krllby’e genuine medicines can be
had. Adviceftet upon all diseases.

mSTSS? Portland

_a

Pm
Pan

Asia.

Sailed from Rio Janeiro 28d alt, bark Kedron, Farrell. Baltimore via 8t Thomas
At Demarara 6th ult, bark Princeton, Seely, from
New York, disg.
At Aspinwall 26th ult, brig J West, Hardison, for

DR. P. P. QU1MBY. would give notice that he ha
feturnedto Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 18 INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. TiomUv. AugUS
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to oonsnl
him.
First Examination at office.8200
Each subsequent sitting at office.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence.... 2 60
Each subsequent visit at residence. 100
August 16, 1862.—tf

Lavan.
kaun.

Hammonia..Southampton. New York March 11
.Liverpool.New York Mareh 14

Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland. March t
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York Mureh 4
Europe.Liverpool.Boston
March 7

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 74 F. M. Closes at
7.46 A. M. and 1 80 P M
EASTERN-Arrives at 1.60 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1 80 P. M.
CAN A DA-Arrives at 1.60 P.M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 6 P. M. Close at
8

A.
.Mon.

Hoary...Moot. Tephog.

...

ton, Boston.
At Buenos

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

J,"™‘u<1 Tranaformationa.Uy

city or Baltimore Liverpool.New York... Feb 2t
New York.
Feb It
leutonia.Southampton
Anglo Sax cm.Liverpool.Portland
.Feb 28
Australasian.Liverpool.... New York Feb28

for New York.
Ar 9th, schs U

the 2d

Cat Iry, and the latter to the 3d Infantry.

large uu>ber

DIED.
_

Stetoon, Falmouth. E.
PORT ROYAL SC-Ar 2tlh. acho Jubm H Stroup.
Footer, Philadelphia: 27th, J A UrUka. Footer, Phll-

IW To CossuMmvxs —Tbe Advertiser, having
beeu restored to health in a few weeks
by a very simple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affection,and that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free ol charge), with the directions
lor preparing aud using the same, which they will
find a .sure Cure /or Coneusssption, Asthma, Bronchitis, kc The ouiy object or the advertiser in sending tbs Prescription is to benefit the affiieted, and
spread information which he eoueeivee to be in valuable, aud be hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will cost them nothing, and may prove a
REV. EDWARD A W1L.MI1>,
Massing.

ma

♦, by Kev. Silas IHley 8 A
laley. A.A.A.O.. U.8.A., and Misa Mary E. Osborne
daughter of the late Toplia Osborne.
In Biddeford, March), John Stackpole and Mim
Addie N. Montgomery, both of B.
In Farmington. Fen. 22. Cotton Webeter, of Wilton, and Mies Laura A. Klpley, of F.
In Buck Held, March 6, A. <j. T. Whittemore and
Mim Betaey Packard, both of B.
Mareh

bark White Sea.
CM 27th. chip Uebon, Carrier,
G W Hall Hawkina, for do; 26th,

[ T~ Lake Village, N. H., has three large
ho.-' iry establishments, turning out above S00
do;, ns pairs daily. A large government coutrai l has just been completed.
Laconia baa
foul hosiery mills making 600 dozen pain dally, besides a very large quantity of ladies’
son-ags, hoods, Ac.
iuu

Brooklyn,

ClS nth. echo

tirspes,

Great Hit of the Great

Hernandez Rarel Tronpe !
mSf®. Hjn***r.Mona. A. Citoai.
Tornorr.
Trtllk1 MV',r.Mon.a
C. Uaua.

p*eu“r» In aunottnclag to tha

In

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Cbartered 7th tact, ahip Look,
wood, for Coaot of Mexico, to load for New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 27th. chip Moat Blanc. Donnell. A.pinwnll.
Below, .hipe Charter Oak, J M Mayo, aad Scioto;

HILTON-8 INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hiltox Bbothxbs, Proprietors,
Providence. K. I.

C. MYERS.Lbmbbaxd Mihioib.

MARRIED.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

A toe oh

Deering Hall.
J.

,“f °r«kaat™

NOTICES.

FREE. Ladies and gentlemen are invited to call.
mcb6dlw*

ui

138]

..

MARINE

of ndianna, to address the members and citize. ,s. They cannot bear to hear loyalty and
pal iotisin speak in their hearing.

mwjcr

do ( Jan).901
do (Oct).
i(i0l

Bo*ton and Maine Railroad

UnioD.

8xx a

£ 7“If the copperheads should get control
oft.enext Congress, wonder if they would
not try to impeach President Lincoln for atteir .ting to provision the garrison at Fort
Sui .ter, and thus provoking our Southern

a unuuuauc

Lnited States Five-Twenties.991
CertiHcates of Iudeblnesa ....■.99)

U. 8.

ADVERTISEMbkt8~

N EW

.do..7* l3

8.000 .do...
iMA.
14.000 .do..160
United State* Coupon 8ixe*(1881).7101
U. 8. 7 8-ln Treasury Notea (Get).106
do( August* .10«

The Times states that the President has determined to appoint Gen. Butler Provost Marshil General,

settli.

7

|

Thursday.Mareh It.
Son rises.8.18 I High water,.
(p. m.) 4.10
Bun sots.8. 3 I Length of days.11,46

genuine.

fc T~Two huge tierces full of nickel cents
wer recently found in one of the
upper stories
of a house in New York, hoarded up by somebod wbo doubted the government, probably.
The1 r great weight had caused the building to

I

—

i"

BROKERS’ BOARD.
8al» or Stock*.—Bostox, Mareh 11, IMS.
American
iaa
•6,000
Gold.
41.676 .do.
**1694
7.600.do.
l/5l

—

ing, Fernando Wood enunciated the following:
The war was uncalled for. He declared the
conscription act unconstitutional, and were he
elected Governor of Connecticut, not a man
should be forced from the State by this act,
without walking over bis dead body, and he
was

■

6.000

-.—

of the other passengers.
The conductor examined the piece very care-

fully

PAPERS.

ETEXIHG

Augusta Age,

‘cr Iter.’
What Dan don't know about that
kind ol deal isn’t worth knowing.

par' ed a five cent

BY TELEGRAPH

of the

one

ner.
con-

triumphed.
In Woolwich, Garland, Exeter, Foxcroft,
Dover, Bradford, and Orland, the Union officers were

SELECTED.

America.

the

List of soldiers from Maiue in the hospitals
at

AND

jy” First page—Charles Knapp Hutchins,
written by a lady.
jySecond page—A March Rosebud, poe■•y; Miscellany.
sor- It Is reported that the sea serpent has
txen captured on the eastern coast of South

cant

barrel of flour, with a bill—warranted to suit
—for $9,50. 1 raid a $20 gold piece and re-

ham

5
ORIGINAL

Closing Out Sale

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

WILLOW ft WOODEN WARE,

Fancy Goods and Toys.
etook to

bn told within
tho neat THIRTY DAYS'
FiSITIVELT.
W« would Invite all to call and look ni
The prior* will be low. ac
a1*
intend to close
tbe business the drat of
onr

entire

oar

•-

we

April.

ap
We

would any to those who are in treat ot nay
la oar line, that thie is a rare chanee to bay
goods CHEAP. Call toon at

goods

SMITH * BOYD’S,
Under Mechanic'* H»U, Conjyre**
Corner of

mcbtdtf

Caeoo Street.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE
L. S. TWOMBLT..Psorainroa.
Having purchased the stock and Hxtaree,
Nos. IT ft 1ft

Exchangr Street,

should be happy to me my friends and tbe public
generally, whim 1 am prepared to serve ail the luxuries that the Boston aad Now York markets afford,
mchff tf

n.

9

'
MATTER* ABOUT TOWN.
Supreme Judicial Court.
CRIMINAL TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—In the case of State vs.
Mary Fountain, for keeping a house of illfame, the jury returned a verdict of guilty.
Arminda Flnnimore was tried on an indictment charging her with keepiug a house ol illfhme*The prisoner was defended by J. O'Donnell, Esq. M. M. Butler, County Attorney for
State. The jury had not agreed upon a verdict

adjournment.
Timothy Kagan, a lad about 10 or 17 years
old, was tried for arson, in setting Ore to an
unfinished and unoccupied house in Cape
Elizabeth, on the night of February 26th, belonging to Mr. William II. Weeks. The evidence on the part of the State is not all in.
J. O’Donnell, Esq., appears for the prisoner.
Court adjourned to 0 o’clock Thursday
morning.
at

Municipal Court-...March 11.
Arthur Dinsmore, a lad of 12 years of age,
being guilty or habitual truancy, was sent to
the Reform School daring his minority.
Aunls Kimball, about the same age as Dinsmore, for larceny of a gold chain and a set of
gold sleeve buttons, the property of Win. C.
Young, was sentenced to the Reform School
during his minority.
Dlnsmore, the truant boy mentioned above,
has been complained of several times before.
It was not until It was found utterly impossible to do anything with the lad. that severe
He will now be in a
measures were adopted.
place where he can learn a trade, and be kept

BY TKIMAI'II.
TO

XXXVIII 031TJBE33. —Special Session
Washington, March 11.
SENATE.

The Senate considered Mr. Davis’ resolution,

offered yesterday, requesting the President to
furnish at the commencement of the next session, the aggregate number for eacli State,
Territory and the District of Columbia of all
Ulcers and employees in the civil service of
the United States subject to removal by the
President, and by other officers, and their per-

quisites, Ac.
Messrs. Anthony

and Trumbull thought ail
this information would be found in the next
blue book, hence they could see no necessity
for the adoption of the resolution.
Mr. Davis explained that it was his intention
at the next session to submit amendments to
the Constitution regulating the ap|iointment
and removal of officers, and desired this information to illustrate his proposition.
Mr. Grimes suggested an amendment in
order to show in wiiat capacity such civil officers have acted, and in this form the resolution
was

adopted.

Senate then went into Executive session.
FROM WASHINGTON.

Adams

Express Company

CessOrmsUioBe
Decision In the

oat of mischief.
iuvel

ins

audience at

luge

Deering Hall last evening, it being

the first appearance of the Hernandez Ravel
Troupe. The p&ntomtnes were well perform-

ed and the audience

convulsed with

was

dilemmas, tricks and transformations. The guitar solos of Hernandez were
beautiful aud elicited great applause. Moreste
In his graceful and wonderful evolutioos on'
at the

laughter

the horizontal bar received tremendous applause; so did Franklin and Moreste In their

daring trapeze performances,

the execution of

which thrilled the audience.

The corps de
very pleasing in their evolutions,

ballet were
and the whole entertainment
The lack of music last evening

by

an

was a

rich one.

occasioned

was

It will be

unavoidable circumstance.

remedied this evening. If our readers wish to
eqjoy a pleasant and laughable entertainment,
they will securelt by going to Deering Hall
this evening.
Dramatic Entertainment

and

Humor-

ous Readings.—We learn
of the

that, under the
entire sanitary organization of
is to be given a course of elo-

auspices
Portland, there
cutionary entertainments of unusual character and interest, by our well-known elocutionist, Prof. Briggs, and Prof. Hibbard of
Wesleyan University, whose popularity Is very
great through the 8tate of Connecticut.—
Prom the combination of talent, and the wide
and general co-operation the affair is to receive
from our citizens, we may expect an unparalleled success. We gather our facts from an
influential gentleman, and believe the course
Is to consist of four entertainments, to be given at a convenient season, not far distant, in
the Mew City Hall. All the tickets will be
sold by subscription, and the proceeds divided
between the respective relief associations.—
Further particulars hereafter.
America Hose Comp ant.—The first annual ball of this company will take place at
Lancaster Hall to-morrow evening.
The
managers have been diligent

in preparing
good time, and a large number
of tickets have been disposed ot In addition
to other attractions, the “Firemen’s Cotillon,”
introducing the bells, Ac., will be performed,
which will draw a large number into the galmatters for a

leries who do not dance. Chandler will furnish the music. This company has already established a reputation for getting up a good
time when they take hold of anything, and
they mean that this event shall exceed all
former efforts. Tickets can be had of either
o( the managers, whose names may be seen in
the advertisement.
Merchants’ Exchange.—Twombly’s is
the place where you can exchange the national currency, entire or fractional, in sums vary-

ing from five dollars, either up or down,
Twombly don’t care, for prog in all its varieties—the toothsome trout, the pickerel, pride
of streams, the active but edible squirrel, exquisite to the taste, and more that need not be
named; for why speak of oysters, veal cutlets,
mutton chops, and roast beef.
To-morrow
Will be served for dinner terrapin and scallops,
and may

we

be there to see.

Messrs. O. L. Sanburn A Co. have for
sale a book suited to the times, entitled “The
Conspiracy Unveiled—The South Sacrificed,
or the horrors of Secession.
By Rev. James
Hunnlcutt, editor of the Fredericksburg, Ya.,
Christian Banner.” The book is from the
press of J. P. Lippincott A Co., Philadelphia.

UP

A fuller notice hereafter.

Court Martial.—In the Court Martial

yesterday, the evidence in the case of George
W. Piper, for desertion, was all put in, and
Court adjourned to 9 o'clock this morning,
when the arguments will uke place. Piper
was arrested for haring expressed an intention
to desert, though his furlough had not expired.
I^Mrs. Cowan, widow of the late Captain
Cowan of Blddeford, baa been appointed postmistress of that city, in place of her husband,
deceased. During the absence of Capt. Cowan, at the war, the duties of the office were
performed by his wife and daughter, and the
aflUrs of the office are said to have been admirably managed by them.
Mechanic Association.—Rev. S. H. Merrill, pastor of the Bethel Church, will deliver
a lecture before the Association this
evening,
to which the public are invited. The subject
will be, “The Sailor, and his calling”—a theme
on which the orator “will be at home.”
Mr. Henry G. Timmons has taken the
stand in Market Square, so long occupied by
Allen Freeman, where he is prepared to serve

up oysters in all styles, and to put them up
for country and family use. He has refitted
up the saloon in a neat and tasteful manner.

(^“Yesterday

afternoon the air was

and the travelling excellent. Grace and
were

exhibited

to say

„

nothing

on

the streets in

of the

balmy
beauty

sleigh

on

Time.—Young

loads
thest

the walks in rub

America

was oul

yesterday afternoon enjoying the capita
sleighing. Robinson had Ms famous “Port
land Belle” filled with the young ’uns, anc
they enjoyed it finely.
of Col.

B#“The
George F
Shepley as Brigadier General of volunteers
was confirmed
by the Senate yesterday.
nomination

A pneumatic railroad, three-fourths o r
long, is in operation in London, for th ,
conveyance of packages and letters. It is t
a mile

be extended.

«

Use

Senate.

Quicksilver Mining

Case.

March 11.

To the great gratification of the soldiers,
Adams’ Express has delivered during the last
teu days an immense quantity of boxes and

bundles to the army, and Gen. Hooker, solicitous for the welfare and comfort of his men,
has made ample provision for the speedy distribution to the various camps of all articles
sent through the express.
The nomination of Col. Daniel Ullman, of
the 78lh Regiment N. V. Volunteers, as Brigadier General was confirmed to-day, his commission to date from January 13, 1863.
Tlie Senate, in executive session to-day, confirmed the following nominations:—Seward
Swett of Illinois and E. George Squier of New
York, Commissioners of the United States
under the convention of Peru, for the settlement of pending claims between the citizens
of the two countries; James P. Allyn of Connecticut, to be Associate Justice of the United
States for the territory of Arizona; Andrew
B. Dickinson of N. Y-, to be Marshal for the
United States for the Northern District of
New York; C. M. Clay of Kentucky, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States to Russia, vice Simon
Cameron resigned; J. Kirkwood of Iowa,
Minister to Denmark, vice Bradford R. Wood
recalled; W. H. Ketchum of Conn., to be Associate Justice of the United States Court in
Nebraska Territory, vice Jus. E. Streeter, deceased ; John J. Henry of Delaware, to be
Commissioner and Consul General to the Republic of Liberia; John Sibris of Penn., to be
U. S. Attorney for the territory of Arizona;
Solomon L. Wilhery of Mich., to be Judge of
the District Court of the United States for the
Western District of Michigau; David It. Carter of Ohio, Chief Justice ol the Supreme
Court for the District of Columbia; George
P. Fisher of Delaware, Justice of the Supreme
Court for the District of Columbia; B. O.
Duncan of S. C.,Consul for Rhemlsh, Bavaria;
Rollin C. M. Hoyt of Mass., Consul at Minatitlan, vice Cyrus 0. Poole, resigned; Wm.
W. Murphy of Mich., Consul for Duchy of
Brunswick, vice B. E. Martin,resigned; Frederick Wippernnonn of District of Columbia,
Coosul at Galalza; Ingersoll Dockwood of N.
Y., Consul at Hanover; A. Folsom of Illinois,
Consul at Cape Haylien; W. E. Hayes of R.
L, Consul at Zanzibar, vice Wm. S. Spear, recalled ; Alfred Cox, for many years Vice Consul af Falmouth, to be Consul at that place;
Vincent St. Wair ol Texas, Consul at Rio del
Norte, vice W. Marsey, resigned; Senor Don
Civils Molma, Consul at Carthagena, Spain;
John Xantus of District of Columbia, Consul
at Mausanilla, vice Robert Hay, recalled; A.
Schwartz, Consul at Riga; John G. Hyde of
Conn., Consul at San J uan, Porto Rico, vice
Jasper Smith, resigned; J. H. Mansfield of
Wis., Consul at Tosbaco, vice L. Wilson, transferred ; E. G. Eastman, Consul at Cork, vice
Patrick J. Devine, recalled.
To be Major Generals of Volunteers—Erasmus E. Keyes, to rank from Mays, 1862, the
date of the battle of Williamsburg.
To be Brigadier Generals of Volunteers—
Col. Orlando B. Wilcox, 1st Mich. Vol., to
rank from July 21, 1861; Col. Michael Corcoran, 69th N. Y. Vols., July 21, 1861: Major
George B. Collom, of the Corps of Engineers,
Nov. 1,1861; Col. George F. Shepley of Me.,
July 18,1802; Col. John K. Kenley, 1st Maryland Vols., Aug. 2, 1862; 1st Lieut. Godfrey
Weotzel, Corps of Engineers, Aug. 29, 1862;
Col. W. W. Arcrill, 3d Penn, cavalry, Sept. 26,
1862; Col. E. P. Scammon, 23d Ohio Vols.,
Oct. 15, 1862; Jos. W. Revere of N. J., Oct.
12, 1862; Col. David M. Grey, 88th Penn, cavalry, Nov. 29, 1862; Col. Geo. Crook, 38lh
Ohio Vols., Sept. 7. 1862; Col. Gershain Mott,
6th N. J. Vols., Sept. 7, 1862; Col. Jot. J. Reynolds of Indiana, Sept. 17, 1862; Col. Alfied
Sully of Minn., Sept. 26, 1862; Col. Gilmau
Marstoi., 2d N. H. Vols., Nov. 29. 1862: Col.
E. N. Kirk, 34ih Illinois Vols., Nov. 27, 1862;
Col. Alex Sheinmeltlring, 74th Penn.. Vols.,
Nov. 29th, 1862: Col. James M. Shackleford,
8th Ky. cavalry, Jan. 25, 1863; Col. G. J. Stanwood of Vt; Col. Clinton Barske, 83d Mo.
Voia.; Col. Jno. S. Smith, 45lh 111. Vols.; Col.
Thomas W. Sweeney, 52d 111. Vols., Nov. 29,
1862; Col. Frank S. Nickerson, 14th Me., Nov.

29, 1862.

Among the large batch of confirmations are
the following: Commissaries of Subsistence,
with the rank of Captain—George E. Graves,
Vermont; A. L. Carieton, Vermont; Mrs.
Caroline C. Cowan, to be Deputy Postmaster
at Blddeford, Me., vice L. O. Cowan, deceased;
Wm. Badger, Surveyor of Customs for the
District of Portsmouth, N. H.; Wm. H. Lawrence of Massachusetts, and Lieut. Frank S.
Bond, 10th Connecticut vols., to be aide de
camps, with the rank of Major; Granville
Johnson of Massachusetts, Wm. S. Chandler
of Massachusetts, and R. H. I. Goddard ol
Rhode Island, to be aide de camps, with the
rank of Captain.
lhe Quicksilver Mining Company, held by
title under the Mexican grant to J usto Lavios,
which was confirmed by the Supreme Court ol
the United States several years ago, the only
contestants was th« Almadeu Company, holding under a pretended grant to Caste Hero,
which the Supreme Court has just decided to
be void. The title of the Quicksilver Mining
Company having been dually settled, the patent will issue as soon as a survey is perfected,
The yield of the mines has been from a million
to a million and a quarter annually. Th*
Quicksilver Mining Company have a claim by
virtue of this decision upon the Almadeu
Company for all the proceeds of the mine foi
over tsn years, to which stockholders of the
Quicksilver Mining Company

are

entitled.

Gen. Fremont has not, as has been recently
stated, been examined by the committee or
the Conduct of the War.
The Senate will close its session this week—

probably

to-morrow.

Resignation

Bailing of a Steamer 8tat)
Quotaa to be filled—A Hew Draft to be Ordered.
New York, March 11.
Col. Marshall Leflerts lias resigued the com
mand of the 7lh regiment of this city.
Africa sailed at noon with 40 pas
tengers ana $1,315,204 in specie.
The Washington correspondent of the Com
niercial says a proclamation is soon to be mad)
calling upon those sections of the Republic
which have beeu backward in furnishing troops
to send forwaril their quotas.
Each Congres
sional District will have its Provost Marshal
After the delinquent States aud Territoriei
have furnished their quotas now due, it wll 1
very probably be necessary to order a nev
levy throughout the country. It Is estimate) 1I
that 000,000 recruits will be needed betweei I
now anil the 1st of July to All
up the skeletoi I
regiments and batteries.
—

—

Steamship

large amount of

elements that loomed up
ber boots and gaiters.
A Merby

by

and the Soldiers.

Washington,

inuurE.—men; w« e

from Norfolk

—

DATS

LATER FROM EUROPE.

THE

Daily Press.

Portland

NtB

Successful Reoonnolssanoe

New York, March 11.
A Norfolk letter states that Col.
Dodge hac
just returned Irom a successful reconnoi-sanci
He marched 110 miles, visiting Souilitleli
Cliucktatuck and Blackwaler Bridge. It
met the enemy at
Windsor, near the latte f
point, and drove in their advance upon th I
main body, and then attacked them on tli
flank and forced them to retire to the Black
water. The light lasted
minutes.

only forty

Arrival of the Steamship Oitv of Baltftnore
at New York.
New York, March 11.

Steamship City of Baltimore, from Liverpool
Feb. 28th, via Queenstown 27th, arrived at
midnight.
Steamships City of Manchester and Bohemian arrived out on the 25th.

Washington's Birthday was celebrated by a
banquet in St. James Hall, London. In the
absence of Cousul Morse, from illness, Gen.
Vauderberg presided. Minister Adams repli-

ed to

the Uuiou.

His remarks were
contiued to extolling Washington fur his glorious efforts in behalf of the U uiou and repudiating the idea that he could, if alive, possibly be found on the side of the rebels, and
claiming that henceforth the memory of Washington must be kept in reverence exclusively
by loyal Americans. Messrs. Cunningham
and YVhite, members of Parliament, both spoke
iu denunciation of slavery as the cause of the
war, and iu terms of sympathy with the North.
The Times announces that a Confederate
three million sterling loan had been undertaken by Krlxnger & Co., of Paris and Frankfort.
The relief ship Achilles, from Philadelphia,
reached Liverpool on the 22d.
The captain and chaplain of the George
Griswold had been brilliautly feeted on board
the frigate Majestic iu the Mersey. Consul
Dudley was among the guests. Capt. GangHeld, of the Majestic, proposed a toast to the
President of the United States, expressing admiration of his undaunted perseverance. Mr.
Dudley responded, eulogizing Mr. Lincoln, uttering friendly sentiments towards Eugland.
A monster meeting at Manchester adopted an
address of thauks to America, and presented it
to the officers of the George Griswold, ainid
Immense enthusiasm. Speeches full of sympathy with the North were made.
Lord Slrathedeu, in the House of Lords, at
the request of Lord Bussell, postponed until
the 2d of March, his moliou for the correspondence with the Confederate Commissiona

toast to

Lord Palmerston, in the House of Comdenounced strongly the shipment of
negroes by France from Egypt to Mexico, and
on
Frauce to repair the wrong.
called
The navy estimates bad been debated and
mons

Arrival of Btaamar.

•

21st, has arrived.
Washington on the

gravity.

Late accounts from Buenos Ayres represent
that immense quantities of cotton seed have
been sown in that republic.
[Latest via. Queenstown.)
The Polish qestion remains unchanged.
Count Bismark Schooneliausen has tendered

resignation in the Prussian Ministry, a
portion of the Cabinet having declared against

his

the Russian convention and attitude of Prussia in Polish airairs.
The London Times quotes from a Paris letter, slating, that the French Government does
not desire any territorial changes in Poland,
and still less a reconstruction ol the ancient
kingdom of Poland. The writer adds that
France and England have already agreed to
insist on the fulfillment by Prussia of the engagement she entered iuto in 1815.
The London Herald says the Governments
of Praoo* and Englaud have agreed on a common course of action.
They will make no attempt to resuscitate the old kingdom of Poland, or to sever from Austria her Polish
provinces, but will require the Czar to fulfill
the stipulations of the treaty of Vienna,
which guaranteed to the Poles a constitutional government and the form of a national au-

loraony.
It is understood that Austria gives willing
assent to the proposition of the Western Powers, and will give them cordial support. No
appreheusious are entertained that other than
diplomatic notes will be found necessary to
persuade the Czar to accede to the request of
the three powers, nor is it thought likely that
Prussia will be able to iuterpose in the diffi-

culty.
Tiie Paris correspondent of the Times says

special messenger is said to have left Paris
for SL Petersburg with an autograph letter
from the Emperor to the Czar.
a

Accounts from the frontier of Poland to the
20th, state that the Russian troops appear
more inclined u< fall back before the insurgents
than to attack them.
A corre»|>oudeiit of the Advertiser says
warlike rumors still prevail.
Ship Samuel Watts, from New York for
Liverpool foundered at sea. Crew saved.
Ship Pioneer. Pam Manila, for Liverpool,
was lost on the Island ol Kasinion, Java.
Liverpool, 2<itb.—Steam-hip Hansa. from
Liverpool, has arrived at Southampton.
Steamer Gladiator, from Nassau, has arrived
at Liverpool with $500,000 in specie and 420
bales of cotton.

FROM TENNESSEE.

of Ool. Coburn with 2000
of his Men.

New York, March 11.
A dispatch to the Herald from Kutcherford
of Columbia, Tenn.
four
miles
north
Creek,
dated to-day, says Gen. Granger came up
with the enemy at this place yesterday afterThe advance guard were skirmishing
noon.
yesterday and lost iwo killed and several
One
wounded, but captured several rebels.
of them reports that Col. Coburn with 2,000
men escaped, and were making their way to
our lines.
From Havana.
New York, March 11.
The steamer Eagle has arrived from Havana
7th.
The English steamer from Vera Cruz had
not reached Havana.
She was expected to
bring news of a tight at Puebla.
There bad been a few cases of yellow fever
In the harbor, but it was too early to expect to
it ashore. The weather was very warm.—
'he thermometer one day reached 91.
Steamer Medita would sail on the 9th, and
Tubal Cain on the 10th, for New York.
Two or three small vessels had arrived with
cotton.
The Eagle passed the Ariel for Aspinwall on
the 8th, off Cape Florida.

fet

From Balt Lake.
Salt Lake City, March 11.
The dispatch in the New York Herald ol
the 10th, published in the California papers ol
this morning, so far as regards my acts and
intentions is false.
P. Edward Connor,
(Signed)
Col. 3d Inf. Cal. Vols.

Cleveland ft Pittsburg. 66
( leaveiaud, Columbus ft Cincinnati.161
Illinois Central scrip. 91
Michigan Soutbeu guaranteed.108

Michigan Central.103

Harlem. 381
Hudson,. 9b
Erie. 77
New York Central.1161
Pacific Mai).183
30
Cumberland preferred..
American Gold.1671
United States 6's 1881 coupons.102;
United States 6's 1881 registered.101
Treasury 7 3-10the.106
United States ti's one tear certihcatea. 99;
‘United States demand notes.168
Missouri 6's. 63

California 7's,.133
Gold closed this afternoon at 1 67).

City

of

LAWYERS OF MAim

prices

was

<fe

Bailey

Eld,

quoted.

LIVERPOOL BREADSTCFF8 MARKET—Wakefield. Nash fc Co., and other authorities, report flour
dull and unchanged. Wheat very dull, and 2 a 3d
lower, particularly for Winter Red Western, which
range, from 9« 3d @ 9s 8d. Corn difficult to cell;
Mixed Western 29s 3 29. 6.1 per 480 lb..
LI V ERl'OOL l'ROVI .SIONh MARK ET-No change

iu beef or pork, which are nominal. Bacon steady at
28a 3 34s. Butter rery dull. Cheese inactive. Lard
steady at 89s 3 40s 6d. Tallow unaltered.

LI VERPOOL PRODUCE MARK ET-Asheaqnict;
Pots 80s 6d; Pearls 81s.
Roaiu quiet at2Gs«d. SpirTurpentine dull and nominal. Petroleum—
nothing doing, and very flat. Sugar dull. Coffee
•teady. Rice in lair demand. Lioaesd oil 44a 6d.
Latest via Queenstown.
Cotton qaiet and uuchauged to-day. Sales for two
davs amounted to 9000 bales, iuclnding 4600 to speculators and exporters.
Breadstuff, flat but steady.
its

New York Market.
New York. March 11.
Cottoe—without material change; sales 1400 bales
at 86® 87c lor middling uplanda.
Flour—State and Western dull, and 10®16c lower;
Superfine 8tate 6 90 ® 7 10; Extra do7 16* 7 80;
choice 7 40 ® 7 60: Round lloop Ohio 7 65 ® 7 75;
choice 7 80 3 9 10;
Western 7 00 3 7 00; Southern
10c lowr; Mixed to good 7 60 3,80. Fancy and
Extra 790 ® 10 26: Canada 111 ® 16c lower; Common
7 20 3 7 60: Extra 7 00 3 9 16.
Wheat—dull, and 13 2c tower; Chicago Spring
140 3 1 81: MilwaukieClub 1 61 3 1 86; Winter Red
Western 1 71 3 1 76.
Corn—dull and 2c lower; Mixed Western sound
92 3 94.

Noyes

Will Publish Wednesday.march 18,

A HISTORY

By William Willis

•

•

New Orleans lOj ® 12j;

Sugars —steady:

llavaua

Molasses—steady; New Orleans

46

@ 66;

Porto

Rico 66.

Freights to Liverpool—doll; floor Is Ad® la 9d;
grain 61 ® Sjd.

Wool—quiet.

Work is illustrated by 19 portraits of prominent lawyers, and contains memoir* of all the
lawyers who lived or practised in Maine, prior to
the year 1801, with sketches of several of the elder
lawyers of the present century. It also contains no*
tloes of the earliest practitioners in Massaehasette
and Now Hampshire, with memoirs of the old Clerks
and Sheriffs, tables of
Attorney Generals
and Lawyers; a history of
and Reporters;
the practise,
and
anecdotes
of the Bar, and
usages,
other matters of interest to general readers, as well
as to the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of tble valuable work shoold
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, and will
be soon sold, judging from orders already received.

THIS

Judges,
Reports

BAILET~Hr NOTESj
mohlO dfc w3w30

-to-

and other festal amusements in which young
people engage, aud which somewhat exten-

densely populated

town*

and cities at certain

seasons of the year, only
“degrading notices” which “belong to an age
of total depravity,” but we don’t see it precisely in that light. Wc do not Intend to of-

feud even the most fastidious taste that is rea-

sonable, but

daily

paper must necessarily
admit and say many things that would neither
be required nor expected of a paper devoted
a

specialty, either in morals or religion.
We do not design to violate moral principle
even iu our advertising columns, but we must
hold the rule here with a large degree of liberality. “C. G. P.” thinks no more of such
letters as he refers to than we do, but there
is a limit to our capacity. We cannot put a
gallon ol even the best wine into a quarl
to

some

bottle.
New Hampshire Election.—We did nol
receive any dispatch last night relative to the

New Hampshire election, Special dispatcher
from Coucord to the Bostou evening papers
state that the republicans have elected
alj
three of the members of

Congress. On thi
contrary, the dispatches claim that Marcy, am
perhaps George, are elected to Congress, ant
that Eastman, if he does not receive a major!
ty of votes for Governor will fall but littk
short of it. All accounts give the legislalun
to the republicans.
£^"Gen. John A. McClernaud, the fas
friend of Douglas, and perhaps hit truest rep
resentative in

Illinois,

in a letter from before

John Van Bureu, says, ‘The
be preserved.’ Northern peace
mougers, who would dishonor tiiat sentimen
by proclaiming au armistice in the face of
rebellious and defiant enemy, but add putil
Union

lanimity treachery,and truly^s you energeli
cally say, ’will be carried away,’ if not by 'thi
torrent’ of public opinion, eventually by th<
to

force of arms.”

By We have received thirty new daily
since Monday morning iastsince the first rumbling of the thunderbol
subscribers
that

descended upon

Monday evening.
was

establishment 01
Since the price of the l’rea:

raised on the first

received more than
subscribers.

our

day of Dec., we havi
fire hundred new daily

Foreman.
J. M. (.'hash,
Dodob, Am ! do.

A. G. Harlow. Clerk,
Vahaxc. Hahsoh
H.
UsonoB
JnTrnHDS.

Ample arrangement, will be made ftrr the ears ot
clothing. Ac., and no pain, will be (pared by the
committee to make thl, THE good time of the tessoa
Firemen and tbe Military
in uniform.

CITY

FOR FOUR

CHICAGO, CLRAVELAND. CINCINNATI. ST.
PAUL, QUINCT, ST. LOUIS, INDIANAPOLIS, MIL WAUKIE.GALKNA, LA CKOSSE,
GREEN BA T, LOUIS VILLE.OSBKOSH,

or th«
Shore k Michioax Soctherx R. R

W. D.
save

LITTLE, Agent.

money by securing tickets at
mchll iseodftw

For California.

TV. D. LITTLE. IgsaL
OFFICE.31 Exchaaga Street,!Cp Stairs.)
mchll dtf

Fteal Estate,
KNTEST1EIVTS !
HUT CIAAC1 HI BAKINS UIVU TD BISI!
10 HOUSES, at prices from HOOOto M000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from MOO to M000.
1.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 11no feet or LAND.

MOSER

kJT Entire change of Programme each Evening.
commence

TICKETS.26

moh6 d6t

General

THE

SPIRITUAL

Commission

Merchant,
Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

sJT Attention to the sale of Produce, Flour,Grain,
and General Merrhandiie. Vessels chartered,freights
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
Rkfkrs to-—Leonard Cotton,Esq., Portsmouth.N.H.
I. F. Williams, Hampton, N. li.
feb2 d3m

HOLD A SERIES OF

LEVEES,

and

will oontinae

evening of the three follow-

on one

Music by Chandler's Band.
Tickets—One Dollar each for the Course. Evenlag tickets—Gentlemen, 60 oents; gentleman and
lndv 76 cents.
Tickets may be had of
T. F. Cummings,
X. A. Blanchard,
8. A. Nash.
? K Davis.
J. V. King.
Was. Smith.
G. C. French,
Dr. Newton.
T. P. Beals,
J. W. Mansfield.
J. B. Curtis,
P D. Cummings,
J.J. Gilbert,
N. A. Foster,

N. €. H. Association.
Tb« next meeting of thi. Amootation for
Jh Lxtrcxx*
Debate* will bo bold Thomdf*B
North

\Jr

11. at 71 o'clock. In their

To Public abb rnrrrsu.
Lecture bv Rev. 8. H MERRILL, oftb* Bethel
Cbarch. 8ub)ect—The duitor nod hi* calling.
Pur order of Committee.
nch7
F. M. CARS LET. So,'j.

James £1.

Fernald,

HER CHART TAILOR,
No. 07.Middle Straaty
Jtrar bbckivbd-

-has

NEW

GOODS

at

aa low prlcaa u any in Naw
HR arrsngemeuU are now

on

March 30th. under the charge of the former Principal. Mias II. Uawkbs.
The course of study will embrace all the branohee
usual y attended to in such institution*
There will also bo a department for Children.
For term*, Ac., application maybe made to the
at 21? Cumberland street, after March ?fh
Feb. 14. 1*08.
ed3w eod3w9

Notice.

DR. CHADWICK
Ne* 1 over Mr. Lorinx’a Drug
of Exchange and Federal streets.
Hours—From 10 to 12 a. m.

taken Offloe
corner

Ur tick
8 to 6 f. a.
Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestnut and Elm, aud opposite the head of Cedar St*.
feblB dim

1WADY!

ALL

JL

Silk Hats!

Spring Style

At HARRIS’, opposite the Poatofflca.

ty Hau mads to rrr
fobjl—4w la ad

by

tba

Boys’ Department,

everything

Company.

majority of the peraona named In tbe Act Incorporating said Company, give
notioe, that ita drat meeting for purposes of orgauiaation, will be bald at the office of McC’obb fc Kingtbury. In said Portland, on Saturday, tbe fourteeatb

THE

SEW

undersigned,

a

luatant, at four o’clock P M.
MOSES GOULD,
SAMUEL E SPRING,
meh9
JAMES T. McCOBB.

Beef and Read.
Weatern BEEP,

<>Of> BBUS M*pocked
p' rv-f loot) B-jabela Sew

**•

•f)'
mchlO

New Goods!

PETER B.

FROST,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
Fernald

Having

forth*ten

been with James E.

years past, has

now

opened

a new and

elegant

store

JOSE S NEW

JPCJX
Matauzar, new

just purchased

an

entirely

new

customers.
stock of

SPRING

and CAP*

JUST RECEIVED AT

Adapted to the Soring and Summer trade, and begs
ho assure those who may give him a call, that he will
spare uo pains to give them perfect satisfaction in
tilting, workmanship, and price
Particular attentiou given to the cutting and man*
u factoring of
Clothing
had large experience in the
CF“*Mr. Frost
manufacture of Army and Navv Clothing, is prepar*
ed to execute all orders at the shortest notice,

Boys*
having

marcbd—3m doodAweow

Tnmw t TAivut’s! Trasici!
BRACES ! Shoulder Bracua ! AbDumb Bella! Dumb Bella!

SHOULDER
domiual Supporter, !

For aula at

J*u39eodSra

LORING’B DRUG STORE.

iaed3w

Fab X. IMS.

t.

edi.«w

sThatch,
—AT Hie

■

Porttoad-PMr.

Jio 1

For Sale Brjr the saheerlher.

200B^TTr.ubt^»r?;dr^ssi
OZS 8ULPH QUININE.
MORPHINE.

1
nfl
AVti;

••

25
ante

For
by
L U TrrCOMB,
^
Apotbeaaey,
mcb4 tHw>71
Congram Street.

*

Wholesale!'

At

bushels Extra Mealing Cera.
lUUV 400 Bbla. Stena Milla
Flew.
*•
150 Bbla. Arcade
10 " CMcaeaw
a
Anguata
•»
10
Union
*00.010 toet Pine Stripping Boardt.
SLOW
Spruce Plank.
Cbaap Pina Boarda.
1*0.000 Fine Clnpbonrde planed.
m.m» Spruce Clapboanto.
MONOO Extra Cedar SMnglra.
UBO. F. FOSTEK,
By

7fkin
••

FnHto»d,Dm.Ut>%&~°ftI***Wt‘ft

FOlTSALE

& TO LET.

TO LET.

VV1™

toaaflr. a nice front
bedroom, nltable tor a gentleman
ph.’ricinn. Enquire at No t Ap'7*
pleton Block. Congraer rtreet.
incbd 41 w
*1*8

Vml mu hie Beal Estate fme Satie.
Home and Lnt_
p*atltog
York atroet—the
lot eon tain In r about
11.000 factor land; the hour, wall
and id good order.
For anie on n monalllti tarma
aa weald be eaebnage* tor a
sued mbit bmik
bon re. In a good looutioa.
For tort bar particular! inquire af
JOHN C PSOCTEM.
Um* S'"Wt- *dJoliU*
Ea,x Odee.
feb28 dtf
No. 27

Ltobed

For Sale.

V|

fiPh

J|

THE Houae on tha eoraar af Preapaat
nod Caaoo ttrceu—tbe ba.amant luiah-

A«°°*—***»—Aifon-

Lott of Land,

oao on

wo-d

SEMiiL ,££r

tZsjs*^

*pp’7

Spring tad

obp

L

ot

fcr •

STSgfcar
tv.zraa.1..

tobt7—eodSm

Far Sale.
Horsd

-ALSO_

Faw No. Mia Cbmtant Street Charab.
The above will be told low if applied tor aoea, aa
my baatueea taken me eat of tbe Stage.
For terma. be., call on Freeman Bradford, Ban,.
88 Exchange Street
febl* Rwdfc wtt

Z. H. HABMON/

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
BY JOHS C. PROCTOR.

Portland.

■

AKVovster SALOO!«,B\

C/N*

». ii3iichhist..

(Between Federal and Middle Streets.)
Is receiving daily, and serving np in every variety,

Freali Oysters.
iy FRIED CLAMS (erred at all boar,.

Ibbll4w

Luxuriant Whiskers and Moustache*
br from ia fix ietrkt. bp Being DlLLtxo■ Alfa 8Tmt7LATii(o UnotriBT.
Prto*80 cents
per box. at
UlKINO's Drug Store,
Corner Exchange end federal .Streets.

CAN

TIT COMB’S

Brick Dwelling Honaea
Orton Strait.
TWO
One wooden

with laage Into, aa
Dwelling Hoam and Let am Turk St.

One Store and Lot on Union Street,
Two Uooeeaaad lost on Charab Street.
Office
Lim St., atUalatig Fast OSes.
Portland, Feb. SO. 188*
tw

Office to Let.
Boor, Middle Street, eentrafty MtnalaS
ONandeeoend
enay of
Apply at No. tt Cammerclal Street.
ncceaa.

toklO If

To he Leu
J’SHAWBEltSla Ike aeeeod ttory, area Stare (S
V
Middle atroet—Mitehall’a Building. Feaeeaeiea

given immedtnlely. Inquire

ef

A. T. DOLE

Cooper's Shop
fiS
U

to Lot.

Cemmeroinl Street, head el Mebeeaa
Inquire of J U HAMLEN.

OOeeen Hakenn

mp4M

e

WkarI

Wharf.

TO LET.
Third Floor,
ef Middle and Tempi
THE
•traeta. Enquire at 85 State Street.
Jnnm
corner

Effervescing Seltzer Aperient!
Prto# Fifty Canto.at *78 Congrsm Straat.
*noh4 eodSmis

To LeL
commodlouaChamber la
or the
THE
brick block,
Milk

tbe ueriheefy eeecorner ef Lime and
SUeeta, directly toeing the market. Bam ov.
Enquire at ethaa of
OCEAN IX8UBAKCI CO..
dtf
No. 17 Exabaaga St.
Sept IA, 1883.
uer

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore rotating under the
style ot J 8. WINS LOW k CO., is this day dis-

THE
solved

by mutual consent. The business of the late
wilf be settled and continued by J. S. WINSLOW, No * Cenirai Wharf.

new

8rm

J. S
C. L.

Portland, March 8 1961.
mcblti dlw

WANTS....LOST.

WINSLOW,
Yokh.

Found.

Notice of Foreclosure.

Saturday night. 7th hurt., on Taker'
KOBfcl the owner c*u have the mom
J
I*. SiftATTL'CK, easterly end

Richard Verrill, of Raymond in the
ON
WHEREAS
Coauty of Cumber laud and State or Maine,on
of
A. Li.

the 18th

day
Aagust,
199). by hie deed or
mortgage of that date, conveyed to me certain pieces
of laud iu said Raymond, being all tbe land eouvered to me by said deed, which deed is recorded in the
Cumberland Records, book 806, pare 67; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage uas been b< oken,
therefore I claim the foreclosnre ot said mortgage,
according to tbs statute in such cases made and provided.
HOWARD DL'NN.
w3w 38
Poland, March 6th, 1968

Portland, Ma.. infortwo respectabis
good eniploymeat, and, if
situation in ■ commission
mch7 lwd*

addressing V.
had bow
BYmation
meet with

csom
youug men can
suitable, a permanent

business.

ous or

He has

CLOTHS !

f Barque "K B. M atter," tin
landing and tor aale be

—

Bridge
Westbrook, March 10,1868.

TWENTY-FIVE

Persons

ALL
partment,
the subscriber

NOTICE.
having d mands against tbe Fire De-

are
on

to preeeut Ike same to
before the 2&th inti., for apU. C. BARNES,
Chief Engineer.

reoueeted

or

pro' »l
mch6 d3w

Real Estate Office—Lime street.
at my dispoeal one of tbe raoet desirable
Hoiuee in the West End of the City, considering

Ihave

location, neighborhood and other advantages. For
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
of
March 4—8w.

on

Saturday,
LOST,
Green

Dyspepeia
pok
mcht Smcodis

and 1

**
"‘‘^.i^rrcoUp873

Congress Street.

DOLLIES

the 7th loataat,

Russia Leather

a

Small

Wallet,
ebon*

fattened with an tlsetie tlrap, and containing
Bity dollars iu money—on# twenty-dollar baah btU
two Bre-doller treasury uotee, he .—and paper*, ••
do ate urn to the owner.
The finder will racelre the abort reward oa ltai lag
the wai'.t end money at this office.
mchlO Iw

| TWENTY DQUIRS

REWARD!

aborn reward will be paid lor the reeorery uf
TUB
certain RKVOLVISQ PISTOLS ttoloa front
my store

on

the night of the Bfitb ot February last.
G. L. BAILEY,
41 Erohung* Street.

mch# ielwed

Wanled.

particulars enquire

Bourbon Tonic Elixir!

thll dlw«

REWARD !

Box 2168.

No. M EXCHANGE STREET,
Second door above B. k X. A. Express office, (nearly opposite the Postofflce,) where he will be happy to
meet bis new friends and former

_

JlofalMMr
f Superior ClayedKoUdUMrie
fiercer,

Industry will he Rewarded.

BLOCK,

BOXES raperier quality Haem Niu,
landtag tram brig "Hattie Baion/'fog
U. t. KOBIN80*r
iaedkw
No. t Portland Pier
new

AX l> LOT, No. 8 Cedar at real, near
■ill I be new achool hoove—lot 40 M by 80; eonlal.fc tnina 13 rooraa with all tha conrenlaaaaa, and
in good order; la aaitable tor two tomillea.

and DESIRABLE.

138 Middle Street.

Herd* Uraaa MEED
H SHEW* SOW,
ommef«ai 8tract

HgPS"
3tt1 85

on

New Store!

W.

mchlled3w_M6L

dm

mebt 8imlhweu»38

,HAT8

—

■

MERCHANDISE.

T wo

FURNISHING GOODS,

Con forma tear.

Portland Shovel RanulaetBrli|

jsaiag*r»00

JHHHL

»ud ematomere can Mleot from a nloe etoek or mat#
rial., and bar* tnem cut or made ia tb* latest .tvle
Employing none bat the beet workmen in ku ’Catting and Manulhctnring department, bi* ca.tomere
can rely upon
ELEGANT GARHEaVTS, AT FAIR PRICES.

embrace,

The

now

occupiedIbr Dr Foster TU
eselrelUr
00001 the best aeivtfcorhocdsfo
the city; ttnlows
*• ttne®r<fcr, and-the
property
wny
erety
desirable for occnpanoy or investment. Cad be anew
at any time before the utle. Title undoubted
A
large part of the puretmae money can ruinaln mi
mortgage

for the

SHAWS,

Institution for the instruction of young laTHIS
die* and mi*ses, will be re-opened
Monday,

HAS
Store,

England

completed

JOHN BELL.

Physician’s

ooal hole
sidewaik. holding 10 tent.
Mouse is well cal (rule ted for two lend I ms. It
la

a

give hie custom-

ELEGANT GARMENTS

answerod.

Caacffi Street Seminary.

e&tera
floor under the wist* Dona#
S » demented
4-to
There IF
under !?■
the

Chemicals !

March lllh,

ing weeks.

mchlO dim

Portland,

rher*

—COMM BMC I MO—

Wednesday Evening,

Notice.

THE

Principal,

If oa the sir rales s llnasr
Street. next toDr. Gilumh’s en Fre#'
and Brown street. II Is rthree stety woods* hinsn
with basement—nearly new, built nnd finished of
bwt material and in the'ihost farthlh? manner
ConInins Ifi
a natural spring of pats, water
hi tlw buenkw, and a large brick
i« the ooU

AT HECEAVIC8’ HALL,

Uis Stock of

subscriber, late Gardener for Hon. J. B
Brown, would notify his friends and the public
that he may be found at ELMWOOD NURSERY,
at Woodford's Corner, where be will be happv to
wait ou them, lie will attend to jobbing in gardens,
green-houses and graperies, at reasonable rates.
Orders left at Win. Sparrow’s Seed Store,on Union
Street, in Portland, oral Elmwood Nursery, will

promptly

WV1"1
17th, at 9 o’clock F.
So. 4 Brown

ASSOCIATION

er.

OI A X03 Water

Gardener’s

B«l Ertate aUactiow.
**» ? P “5 ■5c,io* •• Tneeday,March/

Herd* 6nug Seed.
At YThBU 811ELS bin quality Horde Oram Seed

Gentlemen's uud Boys’ Gamnu.

LUMSDON,

•**■* * CO.. AMtaMt.

7| o’clk.

Social Levees.

Hit present fxcilitlee enable him to

be

at

Cuts.

Up Stairr.

JN. W.

El

motru?**-1

mohlO

Doors open at (ty, (,'oncert to

-BOB-

GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

aorlTdtf

and

Lucretia. Borgia!

Commercial Street.

on

central,

937
40
4

mchfidtf

PAA8AOS Ticrxtu for the Steamers
sailing from hew Tork, on the 1st,
U'b, IIIt of each month, may be secured by eeriy Application to

1 STORE LOTS

W’sfir.rassrssnsij-ffi
Bnlldh/ga <boraoa,oa

BURLESQUE OPERA,

Or

Great Western Ticket Agency,
Ofice—81 Exchange Street, (up stain).

■

valuable Lot of Land with the
corner of I'lca-ont and Maple ctreeta, fcaoara at
the fiooding rattle. Tbit la • raluable
piece or prop,
erty.
ntuoted. The tut io about 46 Met on
l*,eaaaut atreet, and
(eel on Maple Mreef Tb#
bntldlng. cuartat of a womleto Mo* etnr* iMte, an#
P'wllira, Without regard to wnotber
TetMe eaay, anu made known at Ml*.

f9r"i*lo»bT

Ethiopian Jlinatrelsy,

Lars

the Bdlefontaine f St. Louis Lines.
TbMe Linos Are nil provided with Splendid Sleeping
Cart. Brnsgagc checked through to uny point desired. Connections sure. Rules of ihre us low us by
any other Routes.
Th ancon Tl enure may be secured at lowest Bos*
ton rates, at the

WITH

MONDAY EVENING,

FOUR

Th* Great Wxrtxrx Railway,

1

■"

wu

Original

Miss Julia Oould

WILL

RAILWAY,

Exehadgf! Street,

fcfi5.

SERENADERS,

CWMJUMCTIOM

IM

-TIA TXI-

may

NIOHTSj

BURLESQUE OPERA TROUPE!

AltD ALL POIXTH ATTBK

WEST AND SOUTH WEST,

APPRAISER/

a

Ovmt- Ooean InaarXnflX Offlow.
irm -tend
»u*u, W
0alM promptly made and settled
mOhddJm

-AMD-

WashiaflrtOB,

H CHOICE OF ROUTES

tPTYoa

**

2t

BALL.

The Celebrated and

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

this office.

Commission Merchant,

AUCTIONEER

Brass Band,

Or

A

be ob

Monday, Taendav, Wed a end ay A Thursday, March 9th, 10th,Uth aad 13th.

Haiti more.
Via the Stojukotom or Norwics Routes, or the
Worcester k Spruvofield or Shore Luma—connecting with either of the regular trams, lea vine Boston at i. 8 30and 11.10 a. m
and at 2.16, 6.30and 8.80
r. M. for the South and West.
Business ineu and all travellers (Ladies especially)
will find it a great advantage to secure their Tickets
at this Agency.

PATTEJf

isjBgfc

Philadelphia,

ERIE

requested to appear

are

Tickets 81.00; to tbe Gsllcriee, SO eta—to
tained of the Committee, and nt the door.
mc!>6
Inc by Id

BUCKLEY’S

York,

to

must

Under the direction of the following
Committee of Arrangement*.

Traveller, m«y secure Through Ticket, (from Portland by Rail or Steamer) to

mclill

Ball,

FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 13.

E.

EDWARD Mt.

AT

GIVKM

Lancaster

nonp

—

tar- Our esteemed friend “C. G. P.” may
discover in the newspaper allusions to balls

WILL Ml

TICKETS

NEW YORK,
Philadelphia.Haiti mere nWathlagMa.

new

HOsFcO., It, 1,

1MEIICA

MEW

THBOUOH

Murder ol ■ Maine Mao.

A serious affray occurred here last Wednesday. I informed the readers of the Bulletin
some weeks since, of a difficulty between B.
F. Kendall, editor of the Overland Press ol
this town, and Horace Howe.
In that difficulty, Howe, who was in the act of chastising
Kendall for a libel In the columns of the Press,
received a pistol shot from Kendall which
came near costing Howe his life, and it is by
no means certain that it may not yet terminate fatally.
Horace Howe, Jr., came here the
next day after the shooting, and it was understood that he would avenge the double injury
his lather had suffered.
But day alter day
passed, and the excitement in relation to the
matter had nearly subsided.
It was known
that young Howe had seen Kendall several
times, and had made preliminary arrangements to have the libelous article retracted.—
This, of course, tended to throw Kendall off
his guard.
Young Howe prepared a very
strong recantation which he desired Kendall
to publish over his own siguature.
This, it
seems, Kendall was unwilling to do, but promised to publish such an one as might be agreed
to between himself and Judge .ucFadden, the
attorney of Horace Howe, Sr.
Pending the
agreement between the Judge and Kendall,
on last Wednesday morning Howe called at
Kendall's office and desired to see him privately. They went into the back office and remained in a low conversation for about live
minutes, when a pistol shot was heard, and
young Howe rushed out of the room declaring he had killed Kendall, but that he had
doue it in self-defense. Kendall walked across
the roo-n, caught hold of the door, exclaimed
that he was shot, and dropt down dead, the
ball having lodge)] in the heart.
Howe immediately delivered himself up.
and is uow in the Steilacoom Jail awaiting the
action of the Grand Jury at tbe March term
of the court.
By many the matter is looked
Resoupon as a cold and deliberate murder.
lutions in honor of the memory of tbe deceased were introduced into the Supreme Court
and Legislature, and both adjourned as further
evidence of respect.
B. F. Kendall was a native of Oxford, Me.,
was a graduate of Bowdoiu College, and about
35 years old.
He caine to tbe Territory with
the late Gen. Stevens, a.el settling in this place
read law with Judge Lander. He rose rapidly in his profession, and was highly esteemed
by members of the bar. In December, 1SU0,
he was one of the numerous class of persons
who weut to Washington on the same steamer
willi C. A. Washburn. Arriving at Washington, lie made arrangements with the government to go on a secret mission for the new
administration.
Having two brothers in the
South, he liad little trouble in going down, but
having remained there gathering facts and
makiug observations till tbe secession fever
rose pretty high, he came very near being
captured by the Confederate police. General
Scott was so well pleased with the report he
made to the War Department that he recoinmeuded him to the Presideut, who appointed
him Superintendent of Indian Affairs iu this
Territory. He shortly afterwards became
connected with the Press, and from that time
till his death a constant warfare has been eoing on between him and other Federal officials.
Young Howe lires; Kendall is dead. The
tail pities—the emblem of tbe State ever (tear
to him
stand faithful sentinels round lli*
grave, while wintry winds moaning through
the branches chant bis untimely dirge.

dl

tVMu.lc by CHANDLER'S FULL BAND.

Publisher* A Booksellers,
PORTLAND, Me.

OFFICE .WESTERN TICKET AGENCY,
31 Exchange 9t*, (up stairs).

The fallowing from the correspondence of
the St. Louis Bulletin, explains itself:
Olympia, W. T., Jan. 12th, 180:).

iu alt

Portland#

790 pp—price 98.00 in Mnalin.

Octavo

Musco-
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FIRST
AsrmrAii mat.t,

From the First Colonization of the State to the early
part qf the present century :

Beef—dull.

vado 10 j ® 12;
Coffee—dull.

« “ALWAYS HEADY.”

Ofthe LAW,the COURTS,sad the LAW.
YERS OF HAUTE,

Provisiona dull.

Lohdod, Thursday, P. M —Consols closed at 92J.
American Stock.—Illinois Central sharea 41 discount ; Erie 44f S 46 J

Vicksburg

Stock Market.
New York, March 11.
Second BoardStocks dull and heavy.
It
Uock
Island,.
39|
Chicago
Cleveland ft Toledo,. 96
Galena ft Chicago. 93

the

Commercial.

sively prevail

Reported Esoape

passed

Per steamship City of Baltimore at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON HAKkKf, Feb. 27, A. M.
—Id a postcript by the Arabia's news it was announced Hut the adrioes jest come to hand by the
Australasian bad caused an improvement in cotton,
and some demand tor export to Naw York. On
Monday and Tuesday, however, the market was lanthe salea reaching only U00 bales, including
K) for apeculation and export. No reduction in

principally agreed to.

Lord Palmerston in reply to a question said
the only official documents of the British government relative to the French mediation
schemes, was Earl Russell's letter of the 13th
of November already published.
He could
give no information as to the reply of the
American government to Napoleon’s 1a-1 proposition.
It was a matter entirely between
those two governments.
The Globe believes the difficulty with Brazil will l>e promptly remedied.
The health of Prince Alfred was improving.
He is at Malta
The rumors of Mr. Fould's retirement have
not been contradicted, but are not yet fulfilled.
The Paris Bourse was flat Rentes dUf.
The Polish question attracts great attention.
The insurrectionary movements continue.
France takes very decided grouuds against intervention. Prussia is in favor of concessions
to the Poles.
The Constitutionel, which is regarded as
Napoleon's mouthpiece, publishes warning, b
not menacing, articles towards the King ol
Prussia
There were rumors in Paris of an alliance
of England, France and Austria to obtain a
solution of the Polish question. The English
and French proas treat the matter with great

She
5th.

ENTERTAINMENTS,

MISCLELANEO [TS.

New York, March 11.
The steamship Kangaroo, from Liverpool

SITUATION

u Clerk or
ta tome
whole.*U- atom, by e young married men wh.
would like to loua hit
a thousand dollar*.
Would not obieet to forming a Copartnership with
tome on* already In butinetn.
Betereaeee emohanged for a fow days only.

A

Book-keeper
emplayur*

Address BUSINESS, Baa VSO Portland F. O.

POETRY.
For

STEAMBOATS._ _THE

the Freee.

Portland and Bouton Line.

A March Roeebud.
a.

r.

T..

Fveit City, Lewiiton tad Montreal

Little roeebud, half unfolded,
Earliest

Will, until further notioe, run at

fol lows:

gift of coming Spring;

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.$150
on Deck
1.26
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 tn value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $600 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb 18,
1808._dtf

Merer yet has nature moulded
Such a sweet and perfect thing!
Tell me, what has brought the hither
From the realms of gay romance?
Fate, to bring us thus together,
Or the idle breese of chance 7
the embraces
Of this cold and joyless clime;
Lest the snow-wreath leave no traces

Court

no

longer

Where thou’st

perished

in

Portland and New York Steamer*.

thy prime.

SEMI-WEEKLY

•

m

they must depart,

And if e'er

LINE.

The splendid and fiut Steamships
"CHK8APEAKE,” Capt. Willett.
ITT VI*and
"PARKERSBURG,” Captain
SkKEHBi Hoeemam, will, until farther notice,

Hide thy charms within this bosom,
Cherished still by fond »flection,
Bloom and fade upon my heart.

run as

follows;

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
• North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock, P M

8

These vessels are fitted
up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00. including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport aud St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
si earners a* early as 3 P. M., ou the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec 6. 18 >2.

_MISCELLANY._
A Likelt Candidate.—An Ignorant cidevant actor, dentist and phrenological and
•olinal magnetism lecturer who has tried the
entire range of humbug, dually presents him-

self before a con vocation o( school examiners
In an obscure town of the far West. The questioners, who are in intelligence about on a par
with the questioned, proceed to test his
knowledge of general history. “In what era,
Hr. Flipkins, did Napoleon Bonaparte flourish ?” “How’s that ?” asked Mr. r. in reply;
“won't you jest repeat that question ?” “Certainly, sir. When did Napoleon Bonaparte
flourish?” “Umph!” rejoins he proposed
schoolmaster, with an insinuating ainile|“you
have me there gentlemen.” “Never mind. Doctor, about particulars,” said one of the committee to a follow member. “Let me ask him the
You
same question in a little ditTrent form.
hearn the fust question, Mr. Flipkins; now
have
“Kin
I
or
?”
it
before
nrtcr
Christ
was
the question agiu?” asked Mr. F.j“I’m 'fraid I
didn't take it exactly as 'twas put.” The
querist repeated the question. The ex-dentist,
lecturer and phrenologist scratched Ins head,
looked imploringly drsiat one examiner and
then at the other, and auswered: "Well— re-

HOTELS.
_

BLACKSTOIE HOUSE,
Street.Bostom.
Formerly Ifonxios Abuse—conducted on
the European plan. The subscriber has

118 Hakovrr
_i

leased the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 be House is now open to the public.
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
dec27

HOUSE."

ELM

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
!
*id invite's
on Federal Street, Portland,
J_ the travelling community to call and see if
lie knows "how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t-ible. attentive servants and moderate charges are the induceTHE

ally, gentlemen, you’ve got me agiu 11 could’t
say, re-ally 1”

ments he holds out to those whose business
call them to the "Forest City."

or

pleas-

ure

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtt
Portland. Aug 19*1862.

A Woman

Lawsuit.—Next to “a
woman
grievance,” a woman with a
BATH HOTEL,
lawsuit la a perpetual bore to her friends and
her
or
rather
C. M- PLUMMKV
acquaintances
By
acquaintances;
aloue, for she never has any friends. One Mbs
886. Wash in otoh S^r., Bath.
Frag of London is snch a person; some years
%*Term§ 81 per day. Stable connect
ago she brought an action against a certain
nobleman in whose family she had lived in
with house.
the
of
the
action
some capacity:
ground
being
dtf
Bath, June 28,1862.
her unlawful dismissal from his service; the
SAGADAHOC
court decided that she had no cause for action,
and the matter was settled by her attorney.
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.
She then brought an action against her attorBATH, MAINE.
ney for improperly settling the case; in this
i
action she failed. She thereupon commenced
; THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delight Aila snit against her last lawyer for mismanaging
Iv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
j
that case; when half through with this trial
from the sea, and affords one of the most
J
her counsel threw up his brief satisfied that the I inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
dries.
suit was groundless; then came an application
lar^e
The h ao a da hock H one of the flnect, most spafor a new trial, which was decided adversely
cious, and best appointed Hotels in tbe State, located
th»
Chief
Justice
for
within
thane minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
by
present
Blackburn;
this decision she had the effrontery to bring an
Landing. Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being diin
the business centre of the City.
rectly
action against the justice himself. The lord
Tcrws Moderate by tbe Week er Day*
chief justice of course decided against her.
Bath, June 28.1862.
dtf
She has, however, appealed, and is still at
lirge—[Cor. N. Y. World.
CENTRAL
with a
with a

I_i

iThOUSE,

HOliSE,

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAQ, MAINE.

jbenn will be forfeited by dr. l.
tpuUU DIX if tailing to care in less time than
as; other physician, moir cflecmally and permawith lea. re. ralut fiom

aaatly,

axpwure to all weather, with

occupation

sale

and

or

subscriber
tTHE
nounce to his

very reapectftillv anfriends. an<f the
public generally,
during the temporary
ompalsory suspension of his business he

I car of
roed-

plesmnt

DR

L

bed this well-known house anew, and is
better than ever
to wait upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patrouage which he has
hitherto received.
K. G. MAYO.
dAwtf
Passadumkeag, June 23,1862.
now

hopes

prepared

MISCELLANEOUS.
WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

DIX S

SIS© Bounty money. Back Pay,

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE.
31 Eadicott street, Boston. Mass.,
I. .0 ai ranged that pa'ient. never.ee or hear each
other
Recollect, the oki t entiai.ee to hi. till ce i.
No. n. having no connection with bi. residence.couMqoently no family interruption, .o that on no aeooaut can any peiaon be.iiate applying at bi. ofl.ee.
DK. DIX
boUly asserts (and it can not be cortradicted.rx.rpt
w
will
ho
by q nicks,
my or do anything.even perjure
tbemeelve*. to Impose upon patient.) that be
IS TBBOBLT

would

uumerous

that

8KLF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their rffict. and consequence.;
SPECIAL AILM NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident lo Married and Single Ladies;
8E< REr AND DELICA1E DISOl.DERS;
Mercurial Aflectio a; Eruption, ai d all Di*earr. of
the Skin; Ulcer, of the Now, broal .id Body ; pimple. on the Face; Swelling, of the Joint.; Keriou.nan; Cot .tltutional ai d other Weak i.erne. in youth,
and the mote ad< ai ced at ail age., ot
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.

A** Pension*.
■nd»r*l|p>«i in prepared to obtain from the
United Stain Government. ,100Bounty Honey,
Hack I’ay. fcc for helm of officer* or Soldier, dyine
7
"
in tbe U- S. tor, ice.

THE

Invalid

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United 8tates, in the line of duty.

KEOCLAB ORADIATI PBYSICIAS ADVKHTI.I-O IS BO.TO*.

Fonslona

Procured for widows or childten of Officers and SolPIXIKEN YEARS
diers who have died, while iu tbe service of the United
States.
in
treatment
of
a
fact
so
engaged
Sped.I diwaw*.
well known to many Citiren.,1 ubli.her., Merchant., i
Prize Money. Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Hotel Proprietor.. Ac., that be i. much recommendFe*a, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
ed, and particularly to
All Claims against the Government will receive
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
,
attention.
prompt
To avoid and emape lmpo.it ion of
Post Office address
Foreign and Native qa.cka, store numeron. in Boston than other
lxr«t rilitta
SETH E. DEED!
DB. L. Dlf
Augusta, Me.
No.
9
State House.)
(Office
profedly refers to Protestors and respectable Physi-

cians—many

of whom consult him in critical cases,

because ol bis acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

RRFRRRHCE8:

Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
8ec'y of State,
FLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
Hob Nathan Dane,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deState Treasurer.
sep20dAwl4tf
ceived i-y the lying boasts’ misrepresentations, IkHe
promises and pietenaious of
INTERNAL
FOREIGN AND NATnTE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of
Special diseases, aud Lxaa as to their cure. Some exhibit !
FOR BALI AT TOR
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed iu any part of the world: others exPENSION
AGENCY OFFICE,
hibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui known ;
not only assuming and advertising iu names of those I
In Merchants' Bank Building, Exchange^t.
1
Hon.

serration.
Af

U7s7

REVENUE

STAMPS,

inserted iu the

diplomas, but

to further their

imposi-

lion assume names of other most celebrated
physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot -xpose or contradict ibem; or w ho, besides, to
fnitber their imposition, copy f'om Medical books
muck that is written of the qualities and effects of
different heibs and plants, and ascribe ail the same
totbidr Pills, Extracts. Specifics.* c.. most of which,
if not all, contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of Its “curing everyth! g,“ but now known
to “kill more than is cured,” and those not killed,
constitutionally injuted lor life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS,
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,knowlog no other remedy, he relies upon Mercurv, and
gives It to all his patieuts in pills, d. ops, Ac., so the |
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so- j
called Extracts, Specific, Antidote, Ac., both
relying
upon IU effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
▲Laa! nothing is said of the balance: some of whom
die, others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, if j
possible, by competent physicians
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

Notwithstanding

*

the

foregoing facts

are

known to

aome Quack doctors and nostrum makers,vet, regardlcaa Of the life and health of others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, eontradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
ia contained in their Nostrums, so that the “usual
fee*’ may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
dollar” or “fraction of itr' may be obtained for the
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also,mud
■aeiesaly spend large amounts for experiments with

!

to insure

an

answer.

AddraMDt. L. Dir, No.21 Endioott .treet,Boston.
Maas.
Boston, Jan. 1,1868.
\y
THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. L.
DIX particularly invites all ladies who ueed a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms No
21 Eodieott street, Boston, Mass which they ’wili
find arranged for riieir special accommodation
Da. DIX having devoted over twenty rears to this
particular branch of the treatment of alf disease* peculiar to females, it is now c-u ceded by all (both in
this country ai.d in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners iu the safe,
speedy and effectual
of
female complaints.
His medicines are
with the express purprepared
pose of removing alfdisea-es, such as debihty, weakseas, unnatural suppressions,
enlargements of the

TO

wosau,^atoo.

all discharges which flow from a morbid
■MaoT the Wood. Tb. Doctor h now
Billy prepared
to (root in Inn peculiar atyle. both
medically andsargieally.ol di»».e. of the female w*. and' they7 are
roopectlully invited to call at

No. 31 EnSicotl Street, Bouton.
All lattara requiring advice must contain one dollar to ensure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1. 1863
dlyeo

Flour,

Flour.

BEST BRANDS of We,tern and Canada
tarnily FLOUU can always be found at 872 Congreas street, at fair prices—for sale bv
WILLIAM L. WIL80N.
« -a.
a
Portland, Dec. 10,1862.
eodtf

Tint

Infirmary.

to

theTadies.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will And .arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
LADIES will riudit iu valuable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be t&en
with perfect safety at all times.
%
Sent toauv part of the country with full directions,

DS.

especial

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

f)R. HUGHES.

corner

of

Middle, Portland.

B.—LA DIRS desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendRace
julldawtfS
N.

SAIL CLOTH.
BLIAfHEB FLAX BUCK. T1TI Bill STRIPES,

1

(A substitute for Cotton.)

|

IINBIKACH IB CAST AS, fill RIB STRIPE.
Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O No*. 1 TO 6.

quaokery.

DR. L DIX’8
charges are very moderate. Communications sa
credly confidential, and all may rely on biro with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, wha ever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
JMedicines sent by Mail and Express to all pajta of
the United Slates
All totters requiring advice must contain one dollar

jau22 dtf

Eclectic Medical

X !.*<> OH BAUD

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For »le bjr

LE MESURIER &

I

CIIAMPION,

SI. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
O^Sarapleson band, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street. Bath.

B KI DOT O ar
AT

ACADEMY,

NORTH BRIDGTON. MAINE.

Spring Term of this Institution will com*
me nee on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1863, and continue
eleven weeks.
C. E Hilton.A. M
Principal; Rev. Franklin Yea*
ton A
M., V’ice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton,
T«acher of Music: Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
Drawing and ra nting
l l»© TruM.*e* oi this institution are
to an*
nouioeto the public that the services of the Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the Spring
Term
Mr. Yeaton briugs with him a rich
experience. and the well earned
reputation of a successful
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision of
Mr*. Hilton, to which students under twelve years of
age will be admitted for 92.00per term.
Board near the Academy 92.00 per week, wood and
lights extra. 8tudeuts can reduce their expenses by
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to tho«e designing to teach
Text Book* supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS II MtiAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan.20, 1863.
jan31 d3aw& w33

THE

happy

DOLLARS will be givon for the detection
fjMVE
aud conviction of any person
persons stealing
or

papen from the
dec26

our subscribers.
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

doors of

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly

THE STEAMERS

Stock 10 pc ad vnl
8©ft, •• .44® 6
American relined. l&c$13j' Twine.
Duty 35 #*c ad ral.
a®"*'*.<i«»;
Teas*
Cotton Sail.108&106
Duty 20c \f lb.
Flax
“.50 to 65
Bait ing.25 (a8f>
Hyson.76o@«l |
46 ® 50
young Hyson_76 (® 1 i Hemp
India. 26® 33
.kdong.,...
>ouchong
Vnrniali.
Tsbacco.
Furniture.98 @ 8j
•Duty. Leavesunmanu ac- Coach.34® 6
tured 26, all other kinds
Damar.4|®
86 ¥>c ad val.
I Wool.
f.'sJt 10’s best br’d§70 <®75c Duty: Costing 18c ft !b
do.
medium .66 §68 > and under b ftc, over 18c
do.
common. 60 §02
to 24c ft lb 8c, over 24c
half lbs best br'ds .78 §80
9c V lb.
do. med. good 66 §70 Fleece.6© ®70c
do. common .60 §82 Lamba.65 ®76
Natural Leaf, Ibs.fl
§ u Zinc.
/ancy, in Foil.li§ 2 Duty: In bloelcs or pigs
Tin*
I ljc, in sheets 2e tt lb,
Duty Pig 16c, Plates 26! nuinu/ncfures of 80 *>c
1 ad vat.
f>c ad ral.
Banca, cash.64c® 66 Pig* and *lab*.64® 6*
Itraits, cash_.60 ®62 Sheet ILoaalinann. 144®16
c'lates-Char.I.C. Sl6i§;17 Sheathing.90 ®
"
do.
I.X. 191§20
Exchange.
Coke.W§13$ London—60 a. 1 70f® 1 79

MARKETS.

An

corrected for

the

additional duty of

Htpi.

10 f*c is levied on all merehanuise not imported direct from the place of production or growth.
4 alsc*.
Duty 10 i^c ad val.

Duty:

6c ? lb.
Firat Sort, 1868
Iraa.

Duty

14 @16

..

Pig
Stamp $6,
not exceeding $60 p
and

Jtar
ton value $17 P ton, exceeding $50 P ton $18,
less than j inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 inches square $20,
Railroad $12 50, Boiler
and Plate $26 4> ton,
Sheet 2@2}c p fb and
$3@6 f ton.

Pearl * tb.8}@ 8*

Vot-.....7*8
Apples.
tireeu
bbl.m<jl

1'bbss to March 11.

75

i> lb.
4Mb.6 u/il
Uncored 44 tb.%iOt «
Bread*

Slicod
Cored

Duty

90 Dc.
Pilot V 100 It*.

j

To Restore

Grey

Hair

But arts directly upon the roofs nf the Hair, giving
them the natural nourishment required, producing the
same vitality and luxurioo* quantity as in youth

arble

V or IiftiVve* iv\\A CVvvV&vew

J.

require* frequent dressing the Zylobal*amum has no equal.
No lady's toilet
is complete without it
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.
Whose Hair

the

and

AMD

—

oral tf

dec 10 eodh w6ro20

The Great Indian

Eamne for its medicinal and benelcia
a* a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorinc, highly esteemed by eminent nhynrtana.
used in European and American iloanitals, and by
some of the first families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC
It as BO equal, earning an appetite and building
np
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a stoat val-

celebrated In

attached.

uable grspe.

AS A

It imparts

>8

celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all of her* have failed,
is desigued for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
This

STEER'S WINE
mixture or manufactured article, bat is pare,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambaci gispe, cultivated in New Jersev, recommended by chemists and
physicians -j possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use. and an excellent article for
all weak and debillta ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINK.
Is not

known for

the

purpose,

as

It

><

eompiexloa.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

dam. Winfield Scott,l'8A
Got Moreen, ll.T State.
Dr.J.K » UltnnJt .Y.CHr
Dr. Parker. N. V City

Dre.Darcy* Nteholl.Sewark, M. J.
Hayee, Boeton.

Dr.

signature or "ALFRED SI'EEK. Passaic. N. J
la over the cork of
each bottle.
rr MAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
Visitard-Passaic. Kew Jersey.
Office—JOB Broadway. Mew York.

on

ALSO,

A

Gentlemen’s
which

....

we

13@13i

will

sale, in every variety,

troubled with seminal

KEBOSENB OIL, LARD ML,
And nil other article*

Paint eaUbllafanaat.

BF“ 50.000 BOTTLES SOLD-XI
Wellconw's Imporunt Srmedirt!

Is the first snd only
ever offered to the sublie for the effectual removal of the Aecarides, or «*inWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, ana the
tact that it is fast sup reeding ail other worm remedies. is the best test of it* great merit.

remedy

Iy/I afords EE LIE I in twenty four hours, and
entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.

an

This Symp is also a most valuable fhmily cathartic,
to be always used when pbvsic is required, especially
for children. It oorrect# the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach aud bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and always soft and reliable.

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS*
a

Sold in New York by Hall ft Ruchnl.218 Grs
wich street; in Boston by G*o. C. Goodwin ft Co.,
12 Marshall street, snd other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by U. U. HAY aud all the
dec6 3m
pal Druggists.

FAIRBANKS * BROWN,

Soldlu Portland
oc26

Battcrymarch Street,
Ponton.

princi-

by EMEKY A WATER II OUSE.
TRUE

WOODMAN,
Importer*and

*

TODD’S LUX SOfIS

HAIR

CO,

THE

lAJlFACWURS All JOBBIRS W CLOTH l\t,
Alfred

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

angSOdfcwtf

DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with differ
ent article* called Hair Dres. which hare ncrer
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The mi
plus ultra has been reached at last ia TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has ased it. It contains
do injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over

Non. 54 aid 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Beth B. Uersey,

all others is. yon do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can \>e put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you no not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. I'nlike
ailotberdyes.it will oolor long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
IT* For sale only at

dinger

j

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
Ho*74

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
;

f

important
of Commercial
ISChain

link in Hut aht. Stratton A Co.’s
Colleges, located in New

an

York, Philadelphia. Albany, Buffalo, Providence,
CleaveJami, Detroit, Chicago. St. Louis, Troy, BrookIvn and Toronto, C. W.. and affords the best
possible
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial eduBOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE fC.,

practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the •’Chain”—time unlimited. Call or
send Tor Circular.
BKYANT, STRATTON A WORTHINGTON.
feb3 d A wly
ALBERT WEBB * CO,
DEALERS IS

Corn,

HEAD OF

Grain,

MERRILLS WHARF,

CtMoirrcIsl Street,

IDiptheria

j
;

AN be prevented by curing < ’oughs. Colds.HoarseI O ness, and
all Irritations <\f\he Throat and Bran1

chial Vessels, with the Great Herman Remedy, The
Hxmpkl I'RXVKWTIVX
Clergymen. lawyers, teachsingers, and all who overtax the streugth of the
vocal organs, and consequent!* suffer from irritation
and soreness of the throat, will find this medicine in.
valuable. It not only re/ieres.butpermanently cures,\

ers.

cation.

Flour and

Middle,corner of E ichnnge Street.

septlfitf

-LOCATED IH-

Clapp'ii Block.Congreps St

j

Testimony of Dr. Fima,of London.
“Diptheria

is oue of tha most fetal diseases of modern times, and he who suggests means to prerent it,
or to arrest it in its course, and render It mild and
manageable, is trulv a benefactor of his race. Medicine like this

ought'

to be
sale bv

in every

family

in

was

all forms
quack.
of such diseases as they are adapted to, and seeing
the astonishing effects ot them in the cure of the
most distressing cases, in all classes of constitution*,
and stages of disease, and having received thousands
of testimonials of the roost Nattering character, vs
now speak with all boldness, confident that they are
above all others.
1. Tvs OXIAT CilBMAV CdCOR KKMKPT— For
all diseases (tf the Throat and Lungs —Tie refer to
a few cases.
N. Dickson, of Boston, Mas*.: Eld. 9.
K Partridge. Wbitefield. Me.; Mr. 9. Bradley. Vienna. Me ; Mr*. T.
Miss
tlerloy, Newcastle.
Amanda Lougee, Hailowell, Mr; Mrs. D. N Kidder,
Bristol. N H; Mrs Weedon, Holland, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured ot bad cases of Bronchitis.—
Eld. A. C. Hodgkins. Vienna; Mr*. B. Woodsidc,
in

McaI

Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford, JefiVrsou, Me; Mary

9. Burrough, Provideuee, K. I., and many others
cored of the most distressing cases of Pkihtsit
Mr*. W. W. Patten,Topsham; Mr*. F. Winslow.
Yarmouth; Mr*. J. H Conant, Richmond. Me cured
of cass* of lnfluenxaand Cough when everything
else failed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of ( apt.
J. Lawrence. Yarmouth, and more titan twenty others. cared of Croup, some of whose lives were saved
by it, all other remedies foiling. For common colds,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs. Ac., thousand* testify it is »he best and cheapest ever used.
2.
Livkk KxorLATou and Dyspeptic f mrer.—C.
White of Kichnioud Me., says—“It is the best article
for Liver Complaint I have ever seen. It baa benefit ted my wife more than f 100.” Deo. WebbcrJJtchfield. Me., say*, “ft has worked wonder* for my
daughter, who has been three year* under doctor*'
treatment without benefit. ) oar Liver Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all hope of Her getting
well.” Mr. J. 8. Carter.
have a«ed
two bottles and find it double extra. It Is a valuable
medicine.” Mrs. E. Johnson, Pitfetoo. confined to
her bed five years, says: “1 have used oue bottle; it
agrees with me, and keeps my food from soaring, relieves fointness. Please send more immediately."
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, says: “I have used roar
Liver Regulator with much profit to
and
think much of it." We have a great number of such

DtfMOlution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of N A FOSTER k CO .Is this day
THE
dissolved by mutual consent. N A
Kostkk Is authorized to collect
the said firm.

all dues, and will

Portland, Feb. 3,1843.

myself,

8 Willcovk'h Pain Cureu.—Eld I. Wight.Aunsta, mvi: "It to tin* best thing tor an irritated
throat and lungs, and for colic. I ever saw." Elder
A. r Hodckini. Vienna, says, "It is being success-

ftillv used hen- for the cure of diptberia. dead me a
lot immediately; what 1 had is all sold." J W.Griffin, Stark, says. "It takes the lead of all other articles of that description; it is being used with good
success fbr diptberia.
1 have not heard of a single
instance where it has failed; send three dozen more."
!)• 8. Kidder. Bristol, N. H savs:
Yoar medicines
are doing wonderful cures.ee pec
the Am* (hirer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism has been cured by on#
bottle. It pats Perry Dsvis* Pain Killer' all fa tha
shade " Wm Baker. Yarmouth, says he cured a
valuable horse of lameness and swelled leg with tbo
Palo Curer. Thousands are being cured ol various
sprains, urinary
cramps, colics, rheumatism,
for which it u a sure cure.
troubles ana
In our store we retail ten times more of It than all
other liniment*
Wki.lcoiib'n Diarrhea 9yr p.—This has
4.
cured huudrtHis of cases wheie erer thing eiw failed.
it to do more than auy other preparaI We warrant
tion now known by doctors or others
6. Our Jaundice Bitters are very highly prised and extensively used.
N. B.
Onr rrmrtfirs ar*purity rtgetaftf*. safe ia
all cases for old
andyoung.male and female, in whatever condition or life.
OTCall for our Circular and read the testimonies.
Prepared onlv br I. C Wr LLCOME A CO.. Yarmouth. Me. .Sold by medicine dealers extensively.
In Portland by H. II. Hay. C. E Beckett, and
oodAwlam3m
Thomas J

tally

pains,

nav ad debts of
N. A. FOSTER,
J T GILMAN.
JOSEPH B. HALL.

feb36

neuralgia,

Loring.frbll

Gray Beards, Attend!

the

For
8. H. COLES WORTHY, fit Exchange St..
and elsewhere.
feb2H ed2w eod3w

country.”

PertltiB*. Me.

JtJSIf

for

Watervifl»—”1

Wholesale Dealer*In

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

1.6j®
Star.&J®

j

Pin-Worm Syrup

as

Beams, Weights,&C..&C.

Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

Dnr and

1* a

tW~ State Arent for DAVI8 A KIDD'S KAONKTO-ELECTKIC MACHINES.
oodAwtaetl

Portland.
Jail—dft wtf&

DR. E. O. GOULD’S

FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

of

usually kept

having proved

SCALES!

corner

OILS,

DYE-STUFFS.

to ofler

BUTCHERS’, tiROCERS*. DRUGGISTS*. CON-

With

APAINT8,

mJo I
began
my remedies
WHEN!
timid, aud spoke cautiously. fearing I might
act the
But
them

Hay* Coal aod Railroad Scales!

118.Mn.it Stkbkt.

Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
nov!8 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

AND

Those celebrated Scales are still made by the orlf
inventors, (and only by them.) and are con-

operations, putting to blush the old systems

bond.9fal<>i

VARNISHES,

Inal

For

FARCY GOODS.

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, POEE/OM
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, SR ACES,
ELASTIC STOCEINUS, ♦«.

sanity

stantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly made,
of the heat materiala, aud are perfectly accurate and
durable •» operation.

of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.

j

AMD

SCALES.

WATER !

50^4

are

t3T"Send stamp fer Circular.

they

A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
Superfine- *7 o»*»7 46 ! tra No. If? lb—9j® 91
Fancy.7 26(47 60 Family do.8I@ 8*
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket. In
Extra.7 75®8 26 No. 1.7} @ 8
the hope of thus finding relief.
Family.8 25®8 60 Eagle No.
61
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
Extra Superior 9 00®9 25
5)
Western extras 8 00® 8 25 Castile.16fa 17*
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICH25a8
76
family...8
Crane’s.9 @9j
ARD'S EYE WATER. 1 bad never heard of it besuperior 8 25a9 00 Spices.
Ohio extra—7 75® 8 25 Dufy: dinger Root 6c,
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
family.. 8 5n® 8 75 dround
8c, Pep- i delightftil results. In a very few day* the painful
Canada superNo.l 7 <5®.
per and Pimento 12c,
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
StLouisFavBrndslO ■'all*
Cloret 15c, Cattia 10c,
Southern Ill.do do 9? a
Castia Rudt 20c. (Hnnalight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
Petansco Family.
ill
25c, Mace and XutI now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
lb.
Rye Flour.4 a 4}I meat 80c
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
Corn Meal.4|® 44 Cassia & lb.47 ®48c
Buckw’t Fl’rfMb 8ic®4j Cloves.41 (a 42
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be withGrain*
Ginger, (Race)_86 (686
out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
Ihity Cam and Oat» 10c, Ginger. (Africa) 85 (686
say. farther, that ray wife used to suffer severely at
Rye. and Barley 16c,and Mace.83(6 90
H'heat 20c hu. From Nutmegs.9561 00 times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
Br. Provinces free.
Pepper. 28 (a 80
she has found Poor Richard’s Eye Water a sovRvo.96® 1 00 Pimento.24 626
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
Oats.65 a*i8
Seeds.
South Yel.Corn 1 084106 Duty Linseed 16c }p bu.,
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
Com. Mixed. .1 00al 03 t 'anary 91 ♦> bu Muspersonally received, I caunot but commend the prepBarley.1 an a 1 25 tard 3c |> lb.
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
Shorta p ton..
*23 fo.25 Herds Grass.9363 26
Fine Feed .27 (§30 Western |Clover. 12 a 13
P. 8. HENSON,
Griadtisars.
Red Top.*3/ a 3|
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Cbfarch.
Linseed. 4 5064 56
Duly Rough—free.
Residence 1430 Poplar St.. Philadelphia.
Rough, p ton. ,f20®26 'Canary. 4
62
Dressed.35 a 40
Sagar.
ty Numerous certificates of a similar character
Duty Met ado 2c. not'a 5or«
might be furnished.
No. 12 2$c, abore No. 12
and not above 16 8c.above.
1
Poor Richard’* Eye and Ear Water
No. 15 and not aAors 20
8Jc, above No. 20%nd re• j Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Disfined 4c
tt>.
eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafaess,
Portland A.none.
1
do.
A A.11 @111
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neudo.
Yellow-none.
ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
Extra Yellow.none.
Muscovado. 11M11J | the ear by* small glass tube, which, together with
do.
in
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
1
Havana Brown
11V612
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
do.
White
18i®14
Tubes
6 Cents.
New Orleans.121(514
H H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
.Crushed. 15fa 51} !

GENUINE MEDICINES,
ncusi. rtnci m uniat mrcmi.

weakness, generally caused br bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pam and dizziness In the
bead, furgetlhlnens. sometimes a ringing In the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will o
returned If desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Standard

Philadelphia. Oct. 17, lKfl2.
injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.

Saap.
Duty 36 |>c ad rat.
Prunes.8i®10| Leathe ft Gore’s, TrowFlaar —Portland insp.
bridge ft Smith’s Ex-

YOUNG MEN, who

Furnishing Goods,
FAIRBANKS'

From

'Drop.fl2tfl 18

CLOTHING,

*ell at price* to *oit the time*.
Portland. Nor. 18,1882
dtf

3)

Citron.44 (®46 Cadiz.none
Pea Nuts.
Cagliari
3j 53*
Figs, common-none. Gr’d Butter 8alt. .24 ^
New FJeme
18c® 22 Starch.
L«-mou*t f> box 84 j 4 Ihtty 20 %*c ad val.
Oran gee—Messina 4t«
[Pearl.6}® 8
Raisins.
Potato. 4 of 41
Blue
cask.154 416 Shat-$>100 lbs 99f@lfl

THK

-AID-

Ciaew.10$

ful in its

STOCK OF

AND MIDDLE STB

,,HL
IT'
-DIALS! IV-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drags,

Rle

Latest Styles of

promptly

ia*

FULL

READY-MADE

—

Almonds—Jordan p n>.
baqt 24c # 100 lbs.
Soft Shell.2f» (attic Turk’s Is., V blid.
Shelled.87 ®38
(8 bus.).f3 25®8 50
Currants.16 (a 16 Liverpool..3 12@8 37

lat*

Fancy Donkin* and Caooiaieres.

quacks

!>T

PRIVATE

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

Kng.

EYI} dr EAR

tit*

HAY,

JUNCTION

CONSULTATIONS.*-Dr. Hughes bos
tor n number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousand* of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from A
in the morning until 10 at night, at his oAlce, 6 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
> all case#.
Separate rooms, so that no one will bo
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies euro discos#
when all other remedies fhil; cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effect# of most other
remedies; oures new cases in a few hours; euros without the dreadfril consequent efecti of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.

Middle Street,
Opposite the Ct»tom Uon*e,

are dally reeelrine
dbsibablb bttlbb of

H.

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, SHU, Honor and

BROWN7

a

hand, and

moot

H.

delicacy.

uakdiVer

Have
bbtand

JOHN LA EOT, Park,
Agent for France and Germany.
SoldlB Portland by H. B. HAY,Druggist, Supplylag Agent.
dccjjtfy

DR, HIG11ET

nnatdly

□

Wil.011,lltk «t,J«T.
Ward, Krwark, H. J.
DoaglMrtjr, Bawark.
K. JDr. Marer, Hew Tori.
Dr. LaauDiafMVrtlaa*.

w ^ouf genuine without ine

Phillip,.

Eclectic Medical

•et up Id the beat manner.
All order* in city or country peraonslly attended to
I. D. XXHK1LL.
JOU5 BOHD.
t. D. MBBBILL.

62

physicians who

Dr
Dr
Dr

C. J. BRYDGK8, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1962.
addtf

Water CHoeete, Urinalt. Force and Suction Pump,,
Bath Boilert, Math Bench, Silrer /Hated t Brat!
Cocke, of all Unde eonefantlp on hand.
nr All kind! of fixture* for hot and eold water

At

WE REFER TO
and

a few well known gentlemen
ha*, tried the Win..

railway

dir

PLUMBERS,

quiet

safety

Tailor,

...

EXCHANGE SYKEET,

I. D. MERRILL * CO.,

win

a

Because It trill not intoxicate as other art was, a* it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and Is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tooe to the digestive
organs, nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

November let, IMS. to Hay let. IMS. the
X
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be Advanced 26 per cent.
No lire wood will e conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1-68
An advance in tfe rates of Are wood will take place
next snnuner. but in consequence of change# la the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried o the
during the next season,
they must and refund that they wilJdosoat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not fool themselves
bound to carry It.
Due notice will be given of the rotes of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can bo carried next

NAVY

rortland. Ann. 6.180.

bring on the monthly sickness in ease*
of obstructions, from suy cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have beet, tried in vain
OVER aoft BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken a« directed, and without

a

and Rheumatic Affections

Notice to Wood mad Limber Nrrrhantx.

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,

DR. MATTI80JT8 INDIAN EMMENAGOGCE.

DIURETIC,

healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very benedoial in Dropsy,Gout

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

-BT-

FOR FEMALES.

the

Agent, Wathington, D. C

AND

TAILORING

Remedy

ih

qualities

T^ROM

A R MY

[Copyright secured]

2^8

Tallaw.

•honld

Port,*nd at 6 36 mnd 9 16 A. M. and

Street,

J. W. HATHAWAY,
Maine State

[French

Duty: Tallow 1 ^c, Soap

i

ta

P***enger« lor this rente will take the care at the
Portland, Sato A Portamonth, or Kennebec A Port8. W. EATON. Sup't
Depot,. In Portland
Farmington May 6. IMS.
juneSMtf

Communication* to be addmwed to

24ft

.Powdered.16#@16|

I

Stage leavea Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Klngfiela, on Wedneedaye and Satardava. retnrning on Monday, and Fridaya.
Stagea leave Farmington daily, tor Strong, Avon

AGE.tt'f

No. 275 F

.8p§3j

{

*3

retnrning oppoeite daya.

Work and

Soldiers’ Relief Association.

2jc

^Granulated.ir>fa 15}

1

fij

On mod after Koidat, Mar {, IMS.
raiu» will leave Portland for Lewiaton
and Farmington via Bninawiek. at 1 P. M
Leave Farminrton for lewiaton, Bath and Portland. via Bninawiek. at 9 16 A M
Leave Lewiaton for Bath and Portland via Bninawiek at 11.46 A H.
Freight train* dally between Portland and Lewieton.
■task ooinonon.
Stage leavea Striekland * Ferry Tneadaya, Ttaoredava and Satnrdaya. for Livermore. Canton, Pern
and Dixfleld; returning oppoeite diva.
Stage leavea North Jay for Kant Oixfleld. Dtxgeld.
and Weld, on Tneadaya. Thandaye and Satnrdaya:

PORTLAND. ME.

—

ipbbl.*4

lftj

*

land

..

11J®

1

,1'MVEK lUAIOUm.

Work.

_Jeffltf^

f°r

Vef

or

Carner of Pearl aud Federal Hi*..

City.

t

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

descriptions.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap 8tone,

the least injury to health in any cate.
tF-It is put up in bottles ot three
different strengths, with fall direcOslMIDyetreeda*
tions for using, and sent by express,
«V54 87
to
all parts of the country.
Duty Free.
sealed,
closely
Barwood
2f®
P buah .1 60(ftl 66
PBICES—Ean strength. flO; half strength, 96;
Brazil Wood.18 ft
Palais.
quarter strength, 98 per bottle.
C amwood.44ft 43 Ituty: On White L*ad dry
ESTEEM EMBER—This medicine it designed exor ground in oil and Red
Fustic, Cuba.24ft
pressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
Savauvilla 2 a24
Lead 82 40 p 100 tbn,
if the kind harefatie*■ to cure; also that it is warHyperuic....4 pa, 6
ranted as represented »» every respect, or the price
Litharge 24c. Oxide qf
Zinc
wilt he refunded.
p lb, Prussian
Logwood.
24
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
E3TBEWARB OF IMITATIONS.' None genuSt. Domingo.2ft 2}
Yellow, Venetian Red 28,
ine and warranted, uules* purchased directly if Ihr.
Extract Logwood. 13 ftl4
Spanish Brown dry 20,
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
•ft oil 8i» pc ad rat.. YelNic
Wood. ft
No. 98 Union street, Providence, R. I.
Teach
.3}ft 41 low and other Ochres We
lyThi* Specialty embraces all diseases of a priBed
vate nature, both of MK> and WOMEN, by a regP 100 It*, Paris White
2ft
Sapan
dry 00c, ifi oil 8160,
ularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
Ouereitron Bark..
23 Whiting 60c p 100 It*
giving them his whole attention.
K* d Sanders. 8 ft 6 P’tl’d Lead, in oil.8124518
FV^Con suit at ions by letter or otherwise are strict'Lewia Lead.
Dark.
ly confidential .and medicines will be sent by express.
Boat on Lead,
<518
Duly 30 fHad val.
secure from observation, to ail parts of the
United
Zinc,
Mat*** Also accommodations for ladies fioni abroad
Havens.66c®
llall)
Tortiaud, No. 8.1 10ft Aroer Zinc.
for a secure and
with good
..84(583
rktiiiat,
wishing
**
Rochelle Yellow.. 8 <4 3f
No. 10..82 ft
care, until restored to heaJto.
No. 81.00
Ven. Red-8 v4 .3)
CAUTION.—If has been estimated that OTer two
Navy, 8’r,
"
No. 10.80
hundred th/msand dollars are paid to swindling
Litharjre. (a 12
Red Lead. (£12
Tent Duck,
annually, in New England alone, without any
U.8. 10o*......66 ft
Plaster.
f/enefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
'*
12 os.76 ft
/Putt, Free.
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike desPer ton Soft.22652 60
Feathers.
titute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
Hard.200(a225
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
Duty 80 4*c ad ral.
Live Geeee 4* lb 60 <®66 ti round.600(5626
asserti/ms. in praise of themselves. If, then-fore,
Knwia. 26 ft
ProvUisas.
you would avoid brina humbugged, take no man's
Fish.
iPufy Beef and Pork lc, ! word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
it will cost you nothing, and
MAh E 1M, l'IK Y
foreign Lard, Bacon and Hams
Duty For 100
caught
//erring 91, 2c, Butler and Cheese 4c
may save you many regrets; for, a* advertising phyMackerel 92, Salmon §3: Ch’ro Mean Beef.$12 (514
j sicians, in nine cases ou. of ten. are begus, there is
and all other pickled in Portland do.
in trusting any qf them, unless you know
12) a 13 j no
66/s. SI 60 4> 66/., other- P’tPd eat. do.
.14 a 14) ! who and what
are.
wise 60c F earl
From Pork, extra clear 20>421 !
tr Dr. M will send mss. bv enclosing one
Provinces free.
Pork, clear. 19520 ! stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOCod large 4* qut.. 86 a 61 Pork, mean. 17)5) 18
MEN, and on Private Diseases generally, giving fall
small..
16 a. 16 j information, with the most undoubted references and
3]ft 4 Pork, extra do
Pollock.8 ft 8) Pork. Prime. 13)514 «i te»timr>nials, without which no advertising physician
Kx Prime.14) a 16 i or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY CONHaddock.none.
FIDENCE WHATEVER.
Hake. .2 O0ft2 26 Round Hojrs. S«9
9 (510c
attended to. Write
H*‘rrinr,Sbore4>bl 4 ft 43 Hama..
FP^Orders by mail
Citv Smok'd Hams.9) a in
do. Labrador., none
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MA ITI80N,
do. Sealed4*bx 80(iK86c Pradaee.
as above.
dectidawly&i
do. No 1.20ft 26 Beef p <ju'r p lb 7) (6 8
Mackerel p bbl.,
P dor..... 16 (5*10
POOR RICHARD’S
Bay No. 1.§12 ®114 Potatoes, pbbl 8140(51 60 :
Bav No. 2.10«
Chicken*. 18 a 16
no. 8.«j«
Lamb.7(&9
Shore No. 1.13| o
Turkics.14 (510
0
-8.9 & 9i
1J
Organ* of the human system are more impordo. (medium). 51ft 6l Vc»l.'.6jd7
tant to health and comfort than the F.te and
do. (small).8ft
l-icklMi. »>bbl....W a »
Frail.
Rice.
Ear. and yet none are less understood or more negDuty: Lemons, Oranges, Duty: Cleaned lie, Pad- lected They seem to pass even common observation,
/lanana.«* and Plantains
dy Jc f» lb.
and yet every part of the body is depeudent upon
20 |>c ad val., Almonds Rice V lb. ...8® 81
4c, and Shelled do. 6c 4*1
them for life and health.
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c Portland dintllled.70 (§78c
0 lb, t'urrants. Figs.
Salrralas.
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
Plums, Prunes and Rai- Saleratua p lb ...7)® 8c
sins 6c 4* lb, Citrftn 30
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderSalt.

Buck.

Sec.

above for steam

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental
Grindstones.

SALES OFFICE

9

Stages connect at Saccaranpa dallv for South Windham, Windham Centre ana Great Palls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standtoh,
Steep
Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryebnrg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton’,
Ac., Ac.
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bouny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield, Pamonsfield, Effingham.! reedom,
Mauison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ae.
novia
dan Carpenter, Snp’t.

H. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

MAINE

Y.7.1 40 «1 7fl Lard Oil.1 15%1 18
Campheoe. 4 00ft 4 Ofi Olive Oil.220(4226
Saltpetre..12 w.26 Cantor Oil. 2365240
Vitriol.16 ft 16
eatnfoot Oil.... 1 l&ftl 26

Black .88 a 10
Bunch
box 4 3844 46
Later.4 50U.4
Dates.7 ® 9c

Fittings,

aTp° M

cars

Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
IRA Will. Ageat.
declfidtf

Its Original Youthful Color
V¥> WO\

198 Greenwich Street, lew-York

of Maine HTi’J.

UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders

TO

PRINCIPAL

detercash.

ars

pay

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

tor steam, gas and water pipes.
tn<* Cas F ttings of all
Will also atteud to fitting the

!;

0

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. *
M and
°
2.00 and 6.16 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.16 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with nassenser
*

37

IT WKVCR FAILS

Fluid

h*.ri-

orders:

subscriber would inform his friends and
THE
public, that he may be found at

natural color to the Hair.

■

Dn and after
Monday, November 10.
will leave as follows, until further

'jgRBfflT

MACHINERY,

Rendering It *of|, »llVy and glossy, snd disposing it to
remain in any desired position ; qnir ly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the f.-ll and imparting a healthy and

Logwood ox.14&16 ; Whale,ref.WInt 1 12r«l 16
do.
Crude.1
Magneuia .28 h8H j
Indigo.M'la,fine.SIfam, 2 jGrand Bank and
Bar
Chaleur #28 a 291
Madder.17c(ql8
Opium.811 a.114 Shore.27}(£«#J
Rhubarb.2008226 Unwed.#1 8*fcj*6

/»..t„

a

3
The public are requested to call, as we
mined to give good bargains to those who

1

Mp nrl wet!

stacie cowiramoirs.

►h

B^L-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hard and Soft Wood.

Pow-\
Sago\

B.y

I

quality, and

Abo, fur sale, beet quality of Nora 8cotia and other

Steam and Gas

£

York * Cumberland Railroad.

THESE

na. Arrowroot, Ginseng Tu rpentine4*gal 8 76»a 3 90
30 f*c. Bleaching
Oakaa.
decs 80c Jp Ctrl.
Duty: Free.
60c
cwt., SalSodaand American.9]
Soda Ash Jc
lb. ('rude1 on.
Britnstone S3 and Roll' Duty
Sperm, Whale and
do §6 tp ton, Alcohol 40c other risk Oils rtf for(p gal.
eign fisheries 20 f*c ad
Alum 4* lb.4 ® 5c! ral.. Linseed, /tempered
Aloe*.80 a 37. and Hapeercd23c 4* gal.,
Arrow Root. .,,..17 w40
(Mire 23c.
Salad 60c,
Borax.80 (<$8S
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll)..
6
nut 10c I* gal.
BMarb. Soda.7 &74 Portland Keroaene
Sulphur.6 {A 64! lllumiiiat’g Oil 60 (a,6.6c
Sal Soda.JUa, 4 Machine.80 ifi 82
Camphor.1 80ql 86 Clarlne.
(.'ream Tartar..,..86 A70 Sperm Winter
2126316

lfj
l4

COAL

Coals are strictly of the bet
warranted to give satisfaction.

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

■

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., for Wiscas•et, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thoinaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of or train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 16, 1862.
novl8

THE GENUINE LOBBERT,
Pare and Free Burning.

The great unequalled P*eparatloaa far
Restoring. lavigomilng, itmatlfjlag
aad llrcssisf the flair.

►»

Kendall's Mills.

LEHIGH,
MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,

US*.

|5

Bruns-

K««h1»’.

COLERAINE

JnUltf

at

FHTSICIARS’

For Females, Weakly Persons and Invalids

nebec Railroad for \ assalboro’, Watervllle Kendal Is Mills and Skowhegan and at
Mill,
with the Penobscot k Keunebec Railroad for
hara, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston lor all the stations on
the
Kennebec A Portland, Androsooggin. and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

..

..

th|°i Androscoggin trains

SPRING MOUNTAIN LRHIGU,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,

head

FOR

fol-

wick for Lewiston, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and Farmington; and at Augusta with the Somerset k Ken-

CHEAP FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Office, Commercial 8t.,

aa

Ao*n»ta
Bath. Portland and Boaton,nt 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androacoggin
Railroad for Lewiaton, Livermore
Falla, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,

WOOD,

CUMBERLAND

ao.
Ceaaeat*
do.
v bbl.S16O&160
Laths, Spruce., 12n*i25
Drug* mmd Dyr*.
i'inna-,
—Oil
do.
line. v .1 26* 2 00
Vb
4>
Duty:
mnn 82, (HI Almonds and Red Oak Staves
SO *36
Otto qf Hose SI 60, Oil, Mol. llbd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and ft Heads,city 22 75
(lores SI, Hgdriodate Sugar do. city ..262*2 76
Potash 76c, Cant hart des. do. do. c'trv.l 26*1 60
Mastic,Ipecac,Rhulmrb, GreenCo'y sa d 1 100*1 10
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, Country HilTMol.
Anise and Orange, Io-\ llhd. Shooks... 18551 60
dine 50c. Tolu and (Yude Slash.1 20 o 1 25
( amphoric. Be lined do j
Hoops.»8U *38
40c, Tartaric Acid 20e, llsckmetack TimCream Tartar, (\tric
lier, I* tun.10*16
DaAcid, Shellac, Copal.
Mslssses*
mar and Gums used for Ihtty
6c t* a'll.
like purposes 10c, Aloes. CJcnfticgs, old_none.
(hlorate of Trinidad .old.42 * 44
Verdigris,
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cuba clayed,new
a 42
do.tart" 34*36
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellom do.
Prussia!e Potash andj do Muscovado" 44 *46
Bed do. 10c, Liquorice,) New Oilcan*.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Port land.Sy rup.hhda none
do.
bbla none.
of lA-ad 4c. Asphaltum
and Bi-Chro. Potash 8r.
Walla.
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts, Ihtty: CNi/lc, Wrought2e,
Liquort ce Boot, Bi- Carb.' Assorted 8c f* lb.
Soda, Caustic Soda \c; Cwk. 96 00cash.
Castor (HI 60c P gal..Naval Store a.
Morphine. 82 |> nz.. Al- Ihity 'Turpentine, /login,
um ftic
ctct.. Copperas) Pitch, TartOffcadval.,
60c 4>c*r/., Muriatic Ac-\ S. Turpentine 16c tPpal.
LI 10 4*c ad ral., Spong-) Tar (foreign)!* bbl.f l&al4
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) #4<g 4>
es, Assttfoytida.
glass, Eior Sulphur. Sen- Koain.18 a20

Canspeachy.lift

&

SARBITCI WISE.
PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Of Choice Oporto Orape,

for

I. W. MUNOER.

COAL

SPEER’S

Wednesday, Nov. 18th,

JS*I=WS: 1882, paaaooger train. will leave

that may be wanted.
_

after

23£S^E

Long Wharf,

Marine, Fire and Life Insurance,

jau< d8m

_MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

MEDICAL.

8 ext .$14 @16
P
80 @32
Ced ext 2pa 3
••
No. 12 a 21
ext. l*iue 8i* 4

do.
@2*)
20i ®21 Shinglca,

KENNEBEC AND PORTLANDR.R.

LOCUST

Manilla.18*@19 Clapb’d*.

Bolt rope, Russia.
Manilla.
do.

Removal!

Ho. 166 Fore 8t., head of

Pari*./3»&8 87*

Hard, retail.f7 @8

RAILROADS.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

1

t6 @ 04
Ship. 6 @ 6}
Crackers per bbl.. .3j(a4
Crackers, 44 100. 35 @40c Common.4^41
*'
Refined
Batter*
4* @5
lb.
Swede...7 @ 7}
Duty 4c
lb.22
@24c Norway.74@ 8
Family 4*
Store.15 @17 1 Cast Steel.28 @30
4
Beaae*
j German Steel_19 @20
Marrow 44 bush82 60@2 To EugIiali|Blu.Steel .22 @24
Pea.2 62 92 76 Spring.14@ 16
Blue Pod.2 37@2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl 7j@ 8
Caadlea*
j Sheet lron,Ku»Mia.l9 @22
Duty Sperm and Bo* 8c., do Run irn't. .13}@16
hard.
Steanne 6c, Tallow 2$c
Barrel, 4> lb.12@124
4> tb.
Mould ? lb.14Jc@16 Kega, 4* lb.12@12jc
leather.
Sperm.86 @38
(hrrsr.
IhUy 30 4>c ad val.
New York, light. 80 @32c
Duty 4c 44 lb.
.15
do. md. wta.. 32 @83
Vermont 4* lb.
do. heavy.32 @33
Country.13@14
do. alaughter. 84 @38
Caal—( Retail. |
Duty From Dr. Provines Amer. Caltokina 81 m 91
es free, otherforeign Di- Sl'ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
tumenous f 1 10, all oth-\ I<ra4.
er kinds 00c 4* ton
Duty Pig 14c & lb.
Am. Pig 4» 100 lb.$lll@12
Cumberl’d 4* ton. tlOuf)
Whiteash.10@
Foreign Pig.ll]@12
Lehigh..10@ Sheet and ripe.. 12} @13
liinf<
Franklin. 10@
ad val.
Csffre.
Duty: 10 4*c
Rockland, cask 76 @80c
Duty 5c p lb.
Java 44 lb.40 @42c l<aiabrr-From yard.
St. Domingo.80 @31 Clear Pine, No. 1.$36 m
.33 @36
do.
No.2 34 @
Rio
do.
No 8 24 @
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 14 @
Cordage.
Duty Tarred 2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 18 @20
la II. all other 84 ^ lb. Spruce.11 @12
American ^ tb -10 @104 Hemlock...8 @10
Russia Hemp.19 @19} Box Sh'ka,(caah) 46 @60c

BUSINESS CARDS.

TentV

experience, and year, of

Twenty
AFTER
•xperiment.T hara at laat found the
ooloring Hair ia the world.
it.
I do not wish to sell It to any

For

I any it

boldly, and

mean

patbizer

Agents
dressing

can

be

supplied at

rebel,

wholesale

or

rebel sym

prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD, Portland Mo.
Oct. 23.d*wtf.

